PASSPORT TO UFOLOGY
YOUR DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO ALIEN CONTACT
& ABDUCTION

Dedicated to You.
~ For this is your reality ~

Through the cosmic catharsis of dreams, visions, and inspirations,
the UFO will serve as the spiritual midwife that will bring about
humankind’s starbirth into the universe.
- Brad Steiger

Why does this series exist?
In the Passport Series, we aim to provide a high-resolution focus on
what we perceive to be some of the most important topics that affect
humanity. Topics dealing with our collective evolution as a species are of
particular interest. Our work has revealed to us that there are realities much
greater than what most people experience daily, realities worth learning about
that range from deeply important events taking place on Earth about which
99.9% of people are unaware of, to matters concerning the development of
our very consciousness. Yet, despite access to more information than ever
before, it can be incredibly difficult and time consuming to understand a
whole topic, as each book, article, documentary, or lecture provides only a
small slice of the picture—or even false information. You could read a
hundred books on extraterrestrial visitation and still not achieve the same
depth of understanding on the topic of abduction and contact as conveyed in
this Passport. This is partially due to the fact that we forget most of what we
learn if that knowledge isn’t incorporated into a larger understanding in our
minds. This is that larger picture.
In short, the Passport Series aims to take broad, multifaceted topics and
distill them into highly concentrated reports that provide easily digestible
overviews of specific topics. We hope that each of these reports offers
readers a gateway into a given topic of interest so you can get the grand
overview before deciding if and how you want to learn more!

Introduction to the Passport to Ufology
The idea of a massive UFO alien cover-up is nothing new. Flying
saucers first entered mass consciousness after the Roswell crash of 1947;
however, over the last 70 years, during what some now refer to as the
“modern era of abductions,” an incredible amount of data has emerged on
this topic, with sources including military insiders, research findings, and
people claiming to be abductees. In fact, many highly credible people have
come forward to say that they firmly believe that there is an advanced
extraterrestrial presence visiting Earth. The list includes U.S. presidents,
astronauts, and five-star generals (we quote some in this report). You would
think that the general public would take this subject seriously, yet if you ask
most people if they believe that extraterrestrials (ETs) exist, they will tell you
yes, but they haven’t visited Earth, or perhaps they will theorize that ETs may
have visited in the distant past. But what if they have visited, and are still
doing so? That could be perhaps one of the most important revelations ever to
occur to humanity. Our team started like anyone else: we didn’t believe in
aliens. It would only be through research and serious consideration of the
testimony of many people that we came to the firm conclusion that there was
indeed something substantial going on. So substantial, in fact, that this could
be the biggest story ever told. The arrival of alien life on Earth has been
described as the “Super Bowl of all stories” and “the deepest mystery
mankind has ever encountered.”
When we began researching this report, we assumed that if we just
combined every opinion on the subject, the grand picture would come clearly
into view. We quickly learned that we were quite wrong, and that across
ufology there is actually enormous contention. In fact, only a very few ideas
are universally accepted, among them that a real UFO crashed at Roswell in

1947, that people are being abducted or contacted by somebody (some
believe they are humans, others do not), and that there are various types, or
races, of ETs visiting. Beyond that, everything else goes in many different
directions. This lack of consensus left us parsing virtually all the content on
this subject, to the point where we were carefully documenting and sorting
each and every claim and opinion to figure out what is being validated across
the topic (and what isn’t) and whether there is actually a way these different
opinions and conclusions could be reconciled into a larger, more cohesive
and congruent picture. We now feel that has largely been accomplished
through our efforts.
In this process we also learned that this topic was so vast in scope that
there would be no way to cover it all in a single report. For this reason, we
decided to break this topic into two reports, the first one focusing on the
contact and abduction phenomenon and the second focusing on what we refer
to as “deep ufology,” which will deal more with the back story of the Earth,
galactic politics, intra-terrestrials, and the potential for the long-term
manipulation of humanity. In the pages that follow, we document the issues
surrounding abduction and contact and will offer our own conclusions based
on our research. We aim to provide the closest answer to the question, What
are we really dealing with here? You will meet many of the leading figures
in ufology, understand their viewpoints and where there is overlap among
them, and even hear what the ETs themselves are saying. Not all questions
are answered, but we try to get as close as possible to the truth as we
objectively look at the data available. It has been said that the UFO
phenomenon inhabits the “cracks in the unconscious, cracks in space-time,
and cracks in history” (Vallee, 1988). This document illuminates those
cracks, allowing you to peer in a little further and be astounded by even the
little that you see.

The difference between what the most and the least learned people
know is inexpressibly trivial in relation to that which is unknown.
- Albert Einstein

Credible Individual Statements of ET Visitation:
President Jimmy Carter
“If I become President, I’ll make every piece of information this
country has about UFO sightings available to the public, and the
scientists. I am convinced that UFOs exist because I’ve seen one…”
J. Edgar Hoover (Former Head of FBI)
“I would do it [study UFOs], but before agreeing to do it, we must
insist upon full access to discs recovered. For instance, in the L.A. case,
the Army grabbed it and would not let us have it for cursory
examination.”
Wilbert Smith (Department of Transport – Canada, senior radio engineer,
Head of Project Magnet)
“The matter is the most highly classified subject in the United States
Government, rating higher even than the H-bomb. Flying saucers exist.
Their modus operandi is unknown but concentrated effort is being made
by a small group headed by Doctor Vannevar Bush. The entire matter is
considered by the United States authorities to be of tremendous
significance.”
Lord Hill-Norton, Admiral of the Fleet, Great Britain (Five Star)
“I am convinced that there is an official cover-up of the investigations
which governments have made into UFOs, certainly in the United
States… The evidence that there are objects which have been seen in
our atmosphere, and even on terra firma, that cannot be accounted for
either as man-made objects or as any physical force or effect known to
our scientists seems to me to be overwhelming.”

Astronaut Edgar Mitchell, Ph.D. (Sixth man to walk on the moon)
“The stories I have heard from these people, who are more highly
qualified than me to talk about UFOs, leave me in no doubt that aliens
have already visited Earth…” … “when I learned that aliens really do
exist, I wasn’t too surprised. But what did shock me when I started
investigating extra-terrestrial reports a decade ago is the extent to which
the proof has been hushed up. It isn’t just the US government which has
kept quiet about alien visits. It would be arrogant of an American like
myself to assume that ETs would only choose to visit my country.
Indeed, I’ve heard convincing stories about governments all over the
world that know of alien visits – including the British government.”
Paul Hellyer, Former Canadian Minister of Defense
“Decades ago, visitors from other planets warned us about the
direction we were heading and offered to help. Instead, some of us
interpreted their visits as a threat, and decided to shoot first and ask
questions after. It is ironic that the US should be fighting monstrously
expensive wars, allegedly to bring democracy to those countries, when
it itself can no longer claim to be called a democracy when trillions, and
I mean thousands of billions of dollars have been spent on black
projects which both congress and the commander in chief have been
kept deliberately in the dark.”
Peter A. Sturrock, Ph.D. (Professor, Space Science and Astrophysics, and
deputy director of the Center for Space Sciences and Astrophysics, Stanford
University)
“Although… the scientific community has tended to minimize the
significance of the UFO phenomenon, certain individual scientists have
argued that the phenomenon is both real and significant… To a

scientist, the main source of hard information (other than his own
experiments [and] observations) is provided by the scientific journals.
With rare exceptions, scientific journals do not publish reports of UFO
observations. The decision not to publish is made by the editor acting on
the advice of reviewers. This process is self-reinforcing; the apparent
lack of data confirms the view that there is nothing to the UFO
phenomenon, and this view works against the presentation of relevant
data…”
President Gerald Ford
In the firm belief that the American public deserves a better
explanation than that thus far given by the Air Force, I strongly
recommend that there be a committee investigation of the UFO
phenomena. I think we owe it to the people to establish credibility
regarding UFOs and to produce the greatest possible enlightenment on
this subject.”

Historic Events, Landings and Sightings
There are many far more intimate experiences and testimonies that we
suggest you research if you don’t fully believe that ETs have been visiting
our planet. The rest of this report will be difficult enough to believe even if
you are inclined to believe in an ET presence visiting Earth. Each of these
you can easily look up:
Testimony of Colonel Philip Corso
The Rendlesham Forest incident - Testimony of Security Officer
Larry Warren
Testimony of Dan Sherman in his book “Above Black”
Testimony of Charles Hall USAF Weather Observer
The Westall 1966 UFO Landing
The 1994 Zimbabwe UFO School Close Encounter
The Phoenix Lights of 1997
The 2006 Chicago O’Hare UFO incident
Work of J. Allen Hynek – Projects Sign, Grudge, and Blue Book for
the U.S. Airforce
Area 51 scientist Bob Lazar (passed multiple polygraph tests in
regards to his testimony)
The Betty and Barney Hill abduction case
The work of Dr. Roger Leir, M.D.
Many others…
We can’t list them all in this report as there are literally thousands of
testimonies and eyewitness reports from highly credible people across the
spectrum of military, politics, aviation, and many other backgrounds who

would tell you they have had experiences that prove to them that some kind
of advanced intelligence is visiting Earth. Many great books cover this aspect
of ufology such as UFOs and the National Security State by Richard Dolan
and UFOs: Generals, Pilots, and Government Officials Go on the Record by
Leslie Kean with a foreword by John Podesta.

Why is this topic important?
Some who read this document will be abductee-experiencers looking for
answers. If you have had contact or abduction experiences, we hope this
report can provide helpful information to clarify your experiences in a nontraumatic way by giving you a better understanding of ufology, including a
wide range of viewpoints on the matter, without your having to dedicate your
life to finding the meaning you seek. For those who are not abducteeexperiencers, aside from satisfying your curiosity, you may simply wonder
why this is critical information and why knowing it will improve your life.
These are very valid questions. We offer several answers.
First off, we believe that there has been a highly determined, concerted
effort to conceal this information from the public. The factions of government
(particularly in the United States and the United Kingdom) that deal with this
issue have been deceiving the public with a policy of complete denial since
they first discovered proof of alien life, likely circa the Roswell crash. It is
our opinion that deception equals manipulation, because you would deceive
others only in order for them to act in ways they otherwise wouldn’t. In this
context, we have been led to accept a very limited version of reality, which
has been compared to the confined space of a sandbox, or put more simply,
ignorance. The cover-up of this phenomenon is often referred to as a “truth
embargo”: the true reality of the universe is being concealed from the view of
the general public. We have found that as one begins seriously investigating
this topic, one realizes that the idea that the universe beyond Earth is
seemingly devoid of intelligent life couldn’t be farther from the truth; in fact,
the universe appears to be teeming with intelligent life!
Second, these are beings with whom we share the universe (some
referred to as space brothers by American Indians), and several of them have

had consistent, ongoing involvement with planet Earth for a variety of
reasons. Some appear to be highly benevolent, offering to help us raise our
consciousness and bring about an era of peace on Earth; others appear to be
neutral, perhaps here for exploration; and still others have what appear to be
highly malevolent intentions for humanity. All are much more advanced than
us technologically and seem to possess a much greater understanding of the
cosmos and non-physical reality. Intriguingly enough, for instance, some of
the same beings consistently described during abductions have also been
encountered at times by people during near-death experiences on “the other
side” and by still other individuals who have embarked on intense
psychedelic journeys. This issue appears to affect humanity on more than one
level of reality and likely has enormous implications for the long-term
evolution of our planet as well as for each of us individually.
The contact and abduction phenomenon, which this Passport focuses on
primarily, is the aspect of the ET reality that most tangibly intersects with our
own reality. An enormous number of people claim to have had experiences in
which they were brought aboard a craft of some kind, where unfamiliar
beings interacted with them. According to one public opinion poll, as many
as 3.7 million Americans believe they have been abducted by space aliens
(Hopkins, Jacobs, & Westrum, 1991). Untold numbers of others have
witnessed aerial phenomena that modern science cannot explain. These are
facts. As a society we should understand why this is happening, who these
beings are, and how they are getting here. The fact that we are being visited
by other advanced civilizations could very well be the most momentous
realization in human history. This realization, combined with an in-depth
understanding of the ET reality, will help us to achieve a higher level of
“galactic awareness,” which we believe is becoming exponentially more

relevant to our evolution and to our understanding of ourselves and the
greater cosmos of which we are part.
Finally, we want this document to push forward the dialogue on ufology
so people know the issues and can speak intelligently about them regardless
of whether they are fully willing to believe in the reality of the phenomenon.
We should be discussing questions such as “Who are the tans versus the
greys?” and “Are the mantids a positive or negative force?” as well as
opening up a broader conversation about spirituality and consciousness
(likely the basis of this phenomenon), as opposed to perpetually being stuck
in the seemingly endless hamster wheel of basic questions, such as whether
UFOs are real, etc. This document reveals what decades of serious research
by credible people, primarily those working at credible institutions in
academia, have uncovered on the topic of abduction, and outlines all of its
major elements, as well as the topic as a whole. By the time you finish this
document you will be an expert in ufology.

Terms to Know
Extraterrestrial
Defined as a hypothetical being from outer space, especially an intelligent
one. In this report we do not separate beings who may be inter-dimensional
from those coming from another planet. All are referred to as “ETs” or
“aliens.”

Disinformation
Defined as false information that is intended to mislead, especially
propaganda issued by a government organization to influence a rival power
or the media. Disinformation is prevalent in ufology, and in fact no matter
what we write in this report, it will be called disinformation (or source from
disinformation) by some. The reason is that there are innumerable sources of
information in this field, many of which completely oppose each other! We
will document each major viewpoint to give you a complete understanding of
the issues in ufology, but in the interest of keeping this report as succinct as
possible, we do steer the reader toward the conclusions that we have reached
after looking at the enormous body of available data.

Misinformation
Defined as false or inaccurate information. Unlike disinformation, in ufology
this is information that is not necessarily created or spread intentionally.
Given that there are great differences of opinion in the field of ufology, there
is by definition a lot of misinformation.

Channeling
Defined as (of a person) serving as a medium for (a spirit). This is a big
theme in ufology as well as in spirituality, most specifically the New Age
movement. People who are channels claim that beings, most often “ascended
beings” and advanced ETs, telepathically speak through them, sharing
advanced knowledge that is provided for the stated purpose of aiding the
spiritual evolution of humanity. The Passport Team believes that channeling
is a real phenomenon and that beings actually do speak through some
channels. The information these channels provide is often very interesting,
consistent, and spontaneous without the typical pauses and errors of human
speech. However, we also believe that disinformation can come through
channels, with information coming from entities who have ulterior agendas.
It seems equally frequent that the channels themselves are frauds and have an
agenda, such as personal profit. We cover the messages of multiple channeled
beings whom we believe are authentic within this Passport.

“Abductee” vs. “Experiencer”/“Contactee
In ufology, the term “alien abduction” describes an event in which
individuals (“abductees”) maintain that they have been kidnapped by
extraterrestrials and taken on board their spacecraft. On the other hand,
“experiencers” or “contactees” are people who feel that their experiences
with aliens are transformative and even pleasurable. The difference between
contactees and abductees could be reduced to the following simple phrase:
contactees have a good time, abductees don’t. In this report we refer to those
who fall into both categories or, if the either/or classification is undetermined,
as “abductee-experiencers” or sometimes as “abductees” for the sake of
brevity.

Standard Abduction Experience Phenomena
A bizarre legend exists in our culture that little green men snatch people
from their beds at night to perform strange experiments on them. The topic
seems mostly relegated, and dismissively at that, to comic books, The XFiles, and those wacky conspiracy theorists. But is there any truth to these
claims? An examination of individual experiences reveals a high degree of
consistency. After a comparative analysis of the testimonies of over 300
people claiming to have had contact or abduction experiences with aliens,
UFO researcher and folklorist Thomas E. Bullard established an oftenreferenced sequence of events that take place during these alleged
experiences. As outlined in Alien Discussions: Proceedings of the Abduction
Study Conference Held at M.I.T. Cambridge, Ma (1992) those events are:

1. Capture. The abductee is forcibly taken from terrestrial surroundings to
an apparent alien spacecraft. This most often happens at night.
2. Examination and medical procedures. Invasive medical and scientific
procedures are performed on the subject. These most often involve

reproductive organs, such as the harvesting of sperm or eggs.
3. Conference. The abductors communicate with the abductee.
4. Tour. Abductees are given a tour of the craft.
5. Loss of time. Abductees rapidly forget the majority of their experience
and soon have no conscious recollection of what happened to them.
(This is typically referred to as “mind wipe”).
6. Return. Abductees are returned to Earth, not always in the exact spot
from which they were taken, and often with small marks on their skin
and disheveled hair or clothing.
7. Theophany. Coinciding with their immediate return, abductees may
have a profound sense of love, a “high” similar to that induced by
certain drugs, or a “mystical experience,” accompanied by a feeling of
oneness with God, the universe, or their abductors.
8. Aftermath. The abductee must cope with the psychological, physical,
and social effects of the experience.
Other researchers have published other, sometimes more detailed abduction
sequences (see, for example, the website of the International Center for
Abduction Research at www.ufoabduction.com). However, we believe this
provides an effective and universal overview.

We will now provide you with a high-resolution perspective on all the major
elements of the contact and abduction phenomenon, the dominant stances
held in ufology, and ultimately the larger implications that this phenomenon
holds for humanity.

Paranormal Activity, Light & Vibration
People being contacted or abducted by extraterrestrials claim to
experience a wide array of paranormal activity, including lights flickering on
and off, appliances and other electronic equipment malfunctioning,
unexplained voices and sounds becoming audible, pets and other animals
being physiologically affected, the presence of creatures or shadow beings in
or around their homes, strange lights appearing both inside and outside the
house, missing time episodes—which can be associated with screen
memories of animals, most notably owls, staring at them—traces of a UFO’s
presence or landing on the property, and much more. In fact, according to a
survey conducted by the nonprofit Foundation for Research into
Extraterrestrial Encounters, or FREE (discussed below), 88% of abducteeexperiencers reported they had witnessed paranormal activity in their homes,
including light orbs that dart or float through the air. It has been noted that
sometimes these orbs burst like bubbles and transform into one or even
several ETs.

This paranormal activity seems to precede abduction events and is
associated with intense vibrational and energy shifts for abducteeexperiencers, with light that “may be seen as emanating from a divine or

sacred Source” such as “from the depths of the universe” which is sometimes
perceived as “that of which everything that exists is formed and from which
all that is emanates” in addition to “the sensation of bodily vibration” that
may be linked to an “awakening” of consciousness “as if at a cellular level.”
In this state, the sensation of reality can take on a new level of lucidity. One
experiencer said, “You can’t describe the feeling. It’s like when you see an
animal looking at its prey, like totally, completely aware. That’s what I was
like. It was like I was part of the room, and then I would start to vibrate”
(Mack, 1999). According to the FREE survey, 89% abductee-experiencers
believe there is a connection between NHIBs (non-human intelligent beings)
and the “paranormal,” and 75% stated that their “senses were more vivid than
usual.”

Inter-dimensionality
As these paranormal activities and deep cellular vibrations rapidly
intensify, people often describe blinding lights, loud noises, and intense
sensations, often describing their bodies as being “full of electricity” and
seeing things like “billions of small needles” with “no real beginning or end.”
They may report seeing various strange beings such as small, childlike
individuals moving directly through solid objects, such as windows, walls
and doors, as they themselves begin to be drawn toward the source of these
intense manifestations. Under hypnosis, one experiencer recalled the next
stage of her abduction: “I feel lightness. You lose your body. I’m moving.
I’m melting. There’s a lot of vibration… Everything’s moving all around me.
It’s like going through a tunnel. It feels like it’s going in circles, like it’s
rolling back, and rolling back, and going forward. I’m like expanding…
There’s wind all around, and this tremendous energy and activity all
around… I know I’m safe and I know I’m protected. It’s like waves of
energy… It’s totally unbelievable. I’m going through a tunnel. I’m flying. It’s
like flying through years. It’s flying through nothingness” (Mack, 1999).
On the other side of this passage, abductee-experiencers will find
themselves in an entirely new, almost indescribable dimension of reality. One
experiencer perceived herself as being in the “fourth dimension” during her
experiences, saying, “It’s what we call illusion, but it’s not illusion. It exists.
It’s there. That’s where they live… You don’t use language when you’re in
this other experience. You use color, and you have vibration and everything
else.” Space and time in this dimension, she said, are “irrelevant” (Mack,
1999). Other experiencers believe they have been brought into a “parallel
universe” and have described the process of being taken aboard the craft as a
“feeling of deliverance.”

Lifelong abductee Bret Oldham feels that he goes through an “interdimensional shift” when taken by the ETs, which “has caused the energy or
Chi” of his body “to either increase or vibrate at a much higher level.” He
came to believe that these beings “exist in another dimension… and that they

are once again in pure energy form once they cross over to that dimension,”
noting that “this energy form vibrates at a faster rate than that of the living in
the dimension we exist in” (Oldham, 2013). The fact that people report
physical beings moving directly through solid objects, such as windows or
walls, may also relate to the multidimensionality of this phenomenon. While
in the presence of these beings aboard ships, as John E. Mack, M.D., until his
death a Harvard professor of psychiatry, noted, abductee-experiencers often
find themselves in “a different state of consciousness, as if between sleeping
and waking,” and that “the images and events around them seem ‘fuzzy’”
(Mack, 1999).

This dimensional shift that abductees consistently report also has an
enhancing effect on their own psychic and telepathic abilities. According to
The Marden-Stoner Study on Commonalities Among UFO Abduction
Experiencers, 72% of those surveyed stated that they are more sensitive or

intuitive than they were prior to contact, and 79% stated that they developed
new psychic abilities after a contact experience.
Ufology researcher Grant Cameron states that “everything in the
universe is vibrating” and that ETs are “vibrating at a much higher frequency
than humans,” in which they are much closer to the Source (cosmic godhead)
or “the light” than we are. This also offers an explanation to the conundrum
of how aliens are able to reach us across seemingly vast distances: they exist
at a vibration in which “all points in time and space are connected,” as Ben
Rich, the former head of Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works, once indicated
when asked how UFOs got here.
This reminds us of the experience one Brazilian shaman and
anthropologist reluctantly reported to John E. Mack, the Harvard psychiatrist,
during which he was in the rain forest and, awakening just before dawn, he
saw short grey beings with “big eyes” that were “black and slanted” on the
other side of a river. He felt summoned by them to cross the river and follow
them into the jungle. At one point he called out to the beings to ask where
they came from, to which they responded, directly in his mind, “We come
from nowhere.” This made him feel very uncomfortable, as he realized that
the only way that beings could “come from nowhere” would be “because
they are everywhere” (Mack, 1999).
Ufology literature suggests that there exists a realm of higher vibration;
one might call it a “higher dimension,” that is less physical than our physical
world, wherein the laws of physics as we know them don’t exist the same
way—with neither space nor time existing as they do here on Earth—and that
some or all ETs visiting us exist in, or travel through this realm. We can
therefore consider that, on some level, these beings can be thought of as
spiritual entities, reaching down from these other realms to contact us within
our more dense physical reality. Mack suggests from his research that “this

penetration into the material world may be thought of as a kind of small
iceberg-tip of a phenomenon of great depth, breadth, and meaning that
extends far beyond the literal, physical realm” (Mack, 1999). Dr. Jacques
Vallee, a French scientist-turned ufologist would sum up his belief that this
phenomenon was interdimensional, and not merely extraterrestrial in nature
after years of research, saying in his book Dimensions: A Casebook of Alien
Contact (1988) that “the extraterrestrial theory is not good enough, because it
is not strange enough to explain the facts” (Vallee, 1988). According to the
FREE survey, 97% of abductee-experiencers believe that NHIBs can travel to
“other dimensions.”

Various Beings Involved in Abduction
There are various beings that consistently appear in the
abduction/contact literature. Among the most commonly reported beings are
those that greatly resemble pop-culture aliens; in ufology, they are referred to
as “greys,” in that most have grey or chalky white skin. It appears, in fact,
that there is more than one kind of grey. After researching thousands of
encounters, the Hybrids Rising team, a group of researchers dedicated to
studying this phenomenon, who detail their findings on their website
hybridsrising.com, categorizes at least four different ET types under the
“grey” umbrella, with various sizes, colors, and modes of locomotion. The
most commonly seen grey stands around four feet tall and has a very large
head, a thin body, long spindly fingers, large black eyes, and greyish skin
(hence the name). But there are also greys that stand as high as seven feet tall
and can have tan or white skin. An enormous number of people have reported
experiences with these beings, although it is somewhat uncommon for people
to have conscious memory of them. Conscious memory does happen in some
accounts, but often in these cases the full event can only be retrieved through
hypnosis.

Another being consistently reported resembles a large praying mantis;
ufology literature typically refers to these beings as mantids or mantises.
Standing between six and eight feet tall, they are bipedal and on rare
occasions are described as wearing purple robes. Mantids are always seen in
conjunction with greys and are believed to be superior to them in rank, as

abductee-experiencers often report them giving greys directions and/or
overseeing the abduction process when present (these beings are consistently
seen on dimethyltryptamine or DMT journeys as well, as discussed later in
this report). Two other beings consistently reported include beautiful humanlooking beings referred to as Nordics as well as lizard-like humanoids called
reptilians. Both Nordics and reptilians also seem to be in positions of
authority aboard craft.
Reports also include a host of alien-human hybrid humanoids at various
ages and stages (more on them later). Beyond these are many other beings
less often reported, including brown-skinned dwarf beings, tall black-skinned
humanoids, small bipedal animal beings, blue-skinned beings, tall human-like
beings with very white skin referred to as “tall whites,” beings that look like
greys except with wrinkled skin, and others. We do not cover every one of
these less commonly seen beings in this report, but we strongly suggest that
you check out the Hybrids Rising website for more information on them.

The Alien-ness of Aliens
There are many aspects of encounters with ETs that indicate that they
are very much alien, in the most true sense of the word.
To start, aliens are universally described as being highly telepathic and
typically communicate by thought transfers in the abductee-experiencer’s
native language. As abduction researcher David Jacobs puts it, “The aliens
communicate telepathically with humans and with each other. When
abductees describe the communication process, they say they receive an
impression in their minds that they automatically convert into their own
words for comprehension” also noting that the aliens also “seem able to
‘hear’ and understand both human communication and human thought”
strongly also suggesting “that the aliens seem to know what abductees are
thinking privately” (Jacobs, 1998). Abductee, Karin, told Mack, “Do you
know what telepathy is? People say it’s the ability to hear somebody’s
thoughts, like you can hear inside their heads,” describing the process as
more than just telepathy, but as “resonation” (Mack, 1999).
Another bizarre, yet very reported aspects of aliens by abducteeexperiencers, is the incredible power of their eyes. The eyes seem able to
penetrate the deepest and most personal thoughts of the abductee, seeming to
know an individual’s entire life just from this contact. The transmission of
knowledge often goes both ways, with beings sometimes transmitting earthshattering messages directly into abductees’ minds. Whitley Strieber, an
abductee and the author of Communion: A True Story, called his first
experience of this contact with the beings’ eyes “terror absolute, annihilating
catastrophe of spirit. It seems to be just obliterating when you connect.”
Another experiencer said that when the beings look into your eyes, “It is you

seeing that which you have kept so deeply hidden and are afraid of,
especially our fear of loving ourselves, our fear of being seen, our fear of
letting them see us, our fear of seeing them, our fear of accepting,” calling it
“a cataclysm of the deepest proportions.”

South African shaman Credo Mutwa has said, “These eyes, if you look
into them, you don’t see detail like the beautiful eyes of a human being. You
just see this eternity, this emptiness, this void of a creature whose thoughts
are so completely unimaginable that there is no expression.” Another
experiencer who wrote to John Mack said, “When [they reach] so deeply into
the core of your being, the eyes evoke feelings and emotions and
communicate thoughts of supremely intense love, like a powerful and
seductive sedative. Your mind is so open to the power of the experience that
you cannot draw away. The energy intoxicates you with an abundance of
love, and it mesmerizes you with kaleidoscopic colors that dance into your
soul.”

The intense psychic abilities of the aliens seem to be most evident
within the eyes of the beings. Abductees consistently report these staring
procedures, and it has been reported that this action could form the basis by
which the aliens are able to psychically control humans, including removing
memory of the incidents, perhaps by bypassing the brain altogether and
reaching into a deeper level upon contact, drawing “abductees into seemingly
limitless or infinite depths, where knowledge and relationship occur on a soul
level” (Mack, 1999).
The late Budd Hopkins, who was an American artist credited with being
the first person to seriously study the abduction phenomenon, also noted how
alien the ETs are often seem to be by abductees. He tells Michael Lindemann
in his book UFOs and the Alien Presence (1991) “It’s really quite basic.
People feel they’re dealing with an alien ‘something.’ You can turn to
somebody sitting next to you in a bar and strike up a conversation, but there
is no way that anybody in these experiences feels they’re dealing with that
kind of equivalence to themselves.” Hopkins continues by saying, “We get
through life partly by the fact that we can read another’s face, we can read
their body language, we can get some sense of emotion. All of those things
are denied to us during contact with aliens,” referencing one of the abductees
he has worked with who told him, “Budd, when I was standing there with
them, if I could have thought of them as enemies and cranked myself up with
hate, I would have somehow handled the whole thing better. But it was the
ambivalence of not knowing what this is, the total confusion. This isn’t an
enemy, it isn’t a friend, it’s not like me. What is it? I can’t read it.” The
abductee noted that the confusion added to his sense of helplessness
(Lindermann, 1991). We will learn in the sections below that one of the
sources of this strangeness is the complete lack of emotions that abducting

aliens exhibit; but almost every aspect of this phenomenon is completely
foreign to us humans and our current understanding of reality.

Ecological Component to Abduction
While aboard craft, many abductees are consistently shown surreal
scenes of nature and landscapes that they often describe as far more beautiful
and luminous than what appear in regular consciousness. The intention
behind this appears to be to instill new feelings of wonder and appreciation
for the natural world within the abductee. One abductee, Nona, who reported
her encounter to John Mack in 1996, described her experiences as follows:
“When they show you these environments, you can actually see the life-force
in flowers and in the leaves and the water. It’s like colors you’ve never seen
before… In the rain forest you could see the life existing within a leaf, within
the tops of these trees. [There] were earth spirits dancing all over the tops of
those trees” (Mack, 1999).
These awe-inspiring images of Earth’s natural systems are typically then
followed by scenes of utter devastation, which can include massive wildfires,
rampant pollution, and natural catastrophes such as floods, hurricanes and
tsunamis, and even the fracturing of the planet itself. John Mack writes that
“abductees experience powerful images of vast destruction, with the collapse
of governmental and economic infrastructures and the total pollution and
desertification of the planet,” noting that “this knowledge is felt profoundly
in their bodies, and I have been greatly moved as they sob on the couch and
experience heartache so intense that they can barely bring themselves to
speak of it” (Mack, 1994). He concludes in Passport to the Cosmos, “Indeed,
it seems to me quite possible that the protection of the Earth’s life is at the
heart of the abduction phenomenon. Astonishingly, the damage we have been
inflicting upon the Earth’s life forms appears not to have gone ‘unnoticed’ by
whatever intelligence or creative principle dwells in the cosmos, and it is
providing some sort of feedback to us, however strange its form appears to

be.” One of the schoolchildren who witnessed the Zimbabwe landing in 1994
said, “What I thought was that the world was going to end… maybe because
we don’t look after the planet and air properly.” She continued by saying that
her feeling, when she saw the small being who came out of the craft, was that
“all the trees will just go down, and there will be no air and people will be
dying.” According to this child, this message came through to her from the
being’s eyes. From similar experiences, many abductee-experiencers develop
a new recognition for the importance of preserving the planet’s natural lifegiving systems, often “developing a deep, heartbreaking relationship to the
Earth’s plight and subsequently strive intensely to fulfill a sense of mission,
although having at times to fight a sense of despair” (Mack, 1999).

However, the ecological motivation for displaying these scenes to
humans may be only part of the picture. According to some abductees, such
as the late Dr. Karla Turner, an abductee turned author and researcher, there

appears to be an alternative reason for abductees being shown these images,
but that does not necessarily mean there isn’t an important truth being
honestly conveyed through them (we will explore this later).
There are also numerous and consistent incidents from military
personnel claiming to have witnessed evidence of UFOs deactivating
missiles, or nuclear weapons, and many in ufology believe this is related to
the preservation of the planet. For one such reported case, see the testimony
of Professor Robert Jacobs.

Medical and Reproductive Procedures
During standard abduction and contact events, aliens will have
abductees sit in advanced medical-like chairs or lie down on tables and
perform an array of procedures on them that include but are not limited to
skin swipes, inserting implants, injections, extracting semen and ova, and
many others. The tools used to administer these types of procedures are
highly advanced and have been described as Star Trek-level medical
technology. Some of these procedures seem to have “an interdimensional
quality to them and the devices they use can instantly cut, cauterize, close and
heal Human and Animal tissues nearly simultaneously” (see Hybrids Rising,
hybridsrising.com). Abductees report having their organs removed and
replaced as simply as “swapping a light bulb” and sometimes even see
extremely advanced procedures, such as open brain surgery, being performed
on other abductees. In one such case, an experiencer reported watching two
mantis beings moving very quickly to remove what looked like pieces of
bone or rock from her friend’s exposed brain; obviously something that has
no basis in our current understanding of medicine (see UFO*BC
http://www.ufobc.ca/). In another case an abductee described having one of
his eyes completely removed and put back by a mantis being (see Hybrids
Rising). After undergoing these surgeries, abductees will sometimes be told
that they have been healed in some way and that some unknown health issue
has been resolved or cured, sometimes with barely perceptible (or even no)
marks left on their bodies, though marks such as bruises, scoop marks,
puncture wounds, and rashes are also common. In his book The Healing
Power of UFOs: 300 True Accounts of People Healed by Extraterrestrials
(2019), researcher Preston Dennett has documented the large number of
healings that have resulted from encounters with ETs.

The placement of implants in the bodies of abductees is a consistent
element of the abduction phenomenon. Dr. Roger Leir has removed many of
these implants and sent them to labs for analysis, with results indicating that
they seem to be complex and of deliberate design, but with qualities that
make conclusions difficult to draw. Their composition ranges from blood
protein and skin cells that are usually found in the superficial layer of the
skin, to nerve and pressure cells of the wrong tissue type for that part of the
body, to being meteoric in origin, containing at least eleven different
elements (MUFON). Upon removal, patients notice varying emotional or
bodily changes, which can range from greater feelings of peace to negative
bodily reactions, such as swelling. See the documentary Patient Seventeen
(2017) for more on Dr. Leir’s work.
An even more commonly reported phenomenon is the extraction of
sperm and ova from abductees. This has actually become a hallmark of
abduction and contact experiences and can be accomplished in multiple ways,
including with the use of contraptions placed on the penis to artificially

induce orgasms in men and the use of needle-like devices for ova extraction
from women. Gynecological problems are frequently associated with female
abductees, with 69% of women within an experiencer group reporting
gynecological problems compared with only 33% of women within a group
of non-experiencers reporting such problems (Marden-Stoner). The aliens
will also at times present hybrid or human-appearing beings of the opposite
sex and force abductees to copulate with them. This process seems to have at
least two possible purposes: collecting human genetic material and—as some
abductees have alluded to—the ultimate possibility that these procedures, and
the program at large, aim to create a race of alien-human hybrids, a topic we
cover at length below.

Special DNA Within Abductee-Experiencers
It’s clear from the research that ETs that perform abductions are seeking
specific DNA that lies within a segment of the human population. It’s
possible that these people serve as a receptacle for certain types of nonhuman DNA that are of particular interest to the aliens. This explains why
many abductee-experiencers realize, at some point in their lives, and much to
their surprise or terror, that they are not the only ones in their families who
have had these incredibly personal experiences with otherworldly beings.
Their parents or relatives will almost always have similar stories or, if the
abductees are parents themselves, they will find similar markings on the
bodies of their children left after abductions or missing time episodes.
Some suggest that this alien DNA lies within the enormous segment of
human DNA that scientists refer to as non-coding or “junk” DNA. In fact,
ufologists have often hypothesized that all or most humans contain “alien”
DNA, making us a transgenic or hybrid species. According to the Hybrids
Rising team, this is why certain extraterrestrials find us such a valuable
commodity: “They may require specific types of ‘alien’ DNA compatible to
their particular species which is why not everyone on our planet is being
abducted, visited or whatever term you wish to call it. The beings mine, for
lack of a better word, DNA from humans.” Abductee Jim Sparks agrees with
this idea, suggesting that these aliens had merged with some of us a long time
ago and that certain bloodlines carry those mutations that make them
compatible with the ETs’ own. The Hybrids Rising team references one
abductee-experiencer who recalls that, after being shown a dying
extraterrestrial infant, an ET told her that “everyone there [a group of
abductee-experiencers of various different races] had to have their blood
tested because they were looking for something very specific that they

needed from us.” Thus, it is often suggested that abductees are actually
human-ET hybrids to an even greater extent than most humans, but are
unaware of it.

What they Want: Emotions, Physicality &
Reproductive Ability
One thing that has become evident to abductee-experiencers and
researchers alike is that various ETs that abduct people, most notably the
greys and mantids, seem to be obsessed with human emotion, a capacity they
appear to lack almost completely and yet which they seem to want to
incorporate into themselves. “Experiencers report that the beings appear to be
greatly interested in our physicality and emotionality, seeming, as is said of
angels, to envy our embodiment,” Mack writes. This could account for why
the greys are often said to be robotic: they are described as being extremely
logical and task oriented while lacking any emotive capacity. “I had figured
out over time that the greys were interested in two things about our species.
Those two things are human emotion and human sexuality,” Bret Oldham
describes in Children of the Greys (2013). He also describes the small greys
as “almost completely emotionless” and having “a thought process based on
logic,” suggesting they could be part of a “hive” or even might be “biological
robots who are all programmed with the same software.” This is not an
uncommon conclusion among abductees. Jim Sparks noted that “The greys
for the most part seemed to show no feelings” and concluded that “the aliens
seemed to be extremely interested in spontaneous human reactions and
emotions” (Sparks, 2006).

Their deep interest in human emotion also extends to sexuality;
according to Mack, “they seem to be enthralled with sexuality, maternal love,
and other expressions of sensuality or dense physicality, as if this were a new
or lost possibility for them.” Similarly, Oldham writes, “They want to know
what causes human sexual desire. They want to learn why some of us are
attracted to each other or sexually aroused by a certain act and someone else
might not be. I don’t think they fully understand what attracts us to each other
or the whole concept of desire. Why someone might find something attractive
in another person and someone else doesn’t.”
As noted above, the aliens will sometimes force male and female
abductee-experiencers to have sex with each other or with human-looking
beings of the opposite sex. During these strange encounters, the interaction

“seems curiously odd or new to the alien creatures, and they may act
awkwardly or like students needing to learn” (Mack, 1999). They “are always
there watching, monitoring, and observing with an intense interest,” making
“no effort to conceal their presence while they are observing” (Oldham,
2013).
Additionally, it has been suggested that the aliens play various mind
games on abductee-experiencers to force emotions out of them. The
presentation of scenes of destruction discussed above appears to be one of
these. Oldham discusses having been subjected to many of these games,
including similar end-of-the-world scenes as well as meeting his beloved
stepfather (who was deceased) in a sort of virtual-reality scenario, concluding
that they showed him these scenes for the purpose of eliciting an emotional
reaction from him (Oldham, 2017). The Hybrids Rising team believes that
sometimes the aliens appear to “telepathically absorb emotions and physical
sensations experienced by abductee-experiencers.” Whether this is done as a
bizarre source of sustenance or simply in the interest of learning is a matter of
contention. Regardless, the evidence strongly suggests that the desire to
understand and reproduce these qualities natural to humans does appear to be
a key driving force behind this phenomenon. It has been stated in some of the
channeled material below that implants are a mechanism used to study human
emotions (Holt and Priest, 1992). An ET told Oldham that implants were
“necessary for their study of our species and that they did not mean to harm
me by placing the implants in me” (Oldham, 2013).

Is the Abduction Program Good or Bad?
The question as to whether the abduction program is inherently good or
bad for humanity is by far the greatest source of contention and mystery in
ufology. This disagreement in part stems from the enormous polarity in the
ways abductee-experiencers view their experiences and what they believe to
be the purpose of the program. Many form the opinion that the experiences
they have with ETs are incredibly spiritually uplifting and mostly positive in
nature, and that ETs are here, at least in part, to promote giant leaps in
humanity’s spiritual evolution. We have summed up these experiences from
John E. Mack’s Passport to the Cosmos (a highly recommended read):
Experiencers feel that they are being awakened through these
experiences. Shift of bodily vibrations, higher consciousness, egoshattering, psychic abilities, experience a heart-opening, a sense of
loving connection with all living beings and creation itself, which can
take on mystical proportions, finding god within everything,
reverence for nature and web of life, committing themselves to
preservation of nature, develop deep and enduring relationships with
a particular alien being often described as more powerful than any
earthly relationship and speak convincingly of having an alien mate
or parenting in another dimension.
Dr. Karla Turner also documents these personal changes as well, with
one abductee-experiencer telling her, “I have grown in many ways. My IQ
and receptiveness to learning has improved a lot, and I am more in tune to
nature as well as myself and other human beings.” Defenders of positive alien
interaction claim that these sorts of changes are a deliberate product of the

contact experience and view these experiences as evidence of the aliens’
benevolent interest in humanity, with some concluding that the beings
themselves are sent from a higher power to help us “restore humanity’s
connection with spirit” and in turn help us to reverse our destructive impact
on the planet. Mack notes that directly through their encounters, some
experiencers “may come to see all of perceived reality as an expression of
God consciousness in which human beings participate” and that “the alien
beings seem to play a part in reconnecting the experiencers to [this] Creator
or Source” (Mack, 1999). The beings have been described as “emissaries
from the creative principle” and “another face of spirit” offering a “fast track”
to personal change.
However, these earth-shattering experiences are juxtaposed with just as
popular (and as seemingly valid) experiences by abductees that the primary
force abducting people (most notably the various greys, mantids, and humanappearing beings) are negative, violating, deceitful, and cruel, and they even
harbor bad intentions for humanity. Dr. Karla Turner concludes that “cruelty”
and “deception” are hallmarks of the ET phenomenon. At one point she
concluded that some of these ETs are, in some sense, after our souls. “To
accept a spiritual explanation for the abduction process and the abducting
entities,” she told an interviewer for Contact Forum in May/June 1995, “is
foolhardy and potentially dangerous to our souls.” This is often referred to as
the Archontic Theory of extraterrestrials, which states that parasitic interdimensional beings deceptively manifest themselves as space aliens from
other civilizations, angels, and UFOs. (We discuss Archontic Theory further
below.) Dr. Turner also states that ETs, “whether by intellectual, psychic, or
technological means, are able to create any perception, and therefore any
illusion, for the person in their hands” (Turner, 1992). This seems to be a

consistent theme and would mean that it is hypothetically possible that those
who consider themselves experiencers or contactees were somehow deceived
by the ETs into believing that they are a positive force for humanity.
The Foundation for Research into Extraterrestrial Encounters (FREE), a
nonprofit organization cofounded by Dr. Edgar Mitchell (the Apollo 14
astronaut), Dr. Rudy Schild (a professor emeritus of astrophysics at Harvard
University) and others, according to their About Us page, “focuses on
answering the question, ‘What is Consciousness’ by undertaking cross
comparative research on individuals that are having various types of ‘Contact
with Non-Human Intelligence.’” In 2016 FREE conducted multiple
comprehensive quantitative surveys consisting of hundreds of questions and
has received over 6,700 completed surveys from people in 105 countries.
According to FREE’s research, the vast majority of individuals who report
having had UFO-related “contact” with NHIBs view their experiences as
positive and that many of their summary data responses “totally contradict
what is being circulated in the field of Ufology.” Here is some of the data
FREE gathered from the surveys:

ABDUCTEES’ EXPERIENCES WITH DIFFERENT
TYPES OF BEINGS
55% saw Energy Beings: 6.7% were mainly negative
experiences;
52% saw Human Looking Beings: 5.2% were mainly negative
experiences;
50% saw Small Greys: 11.5% were mainly negative experiences;
47% saw Spirit/Ghost Beings: 7.4% were mainly negative
experiences;

34% saw Tall Greys: 12.4% were mainly negative experiences;
26% saw Hybrid Beings: 6.3% were mainly negative
experiences;
25% saw Reptilians: 23% were mainly negative experiences;
21% saw Insectoid/Mantid Beings: 9.5% were mainly negative
experiences;
14% saw Small Animal Being: 5.8% were mainly negative
experiences;
13% saw Tall Animal Being: 9.6% were mainly negative
experiences;

POSITIVE/NEGATIVE/NEUTRAL EXPERIENCES
Overall, 85% have stated their contact with NHIBs have been
“Positive”;
84% do not want their Contact experiences with the NHIBs to
stop.
9.7% believe the NHIBs are Bad or Malevolent.
62% have stated that the NHIB have tried to help them.
71% feel Expanded Consciousness in the presence of the NHIBs.
66% have felt Love from these NHIBs.

HOW DID ET CONTACT CHANGE YOUR LIFE?
4.3% Highly Negative Effect on changing your life;
6.7% Slightly Negative;
16.5% Neutral;
21.7% Slightly Positive;
50.9% Highly Positive Effect on changing your life.

This data set suggests that a very large percentage of people who
experience ongoing intimate contact with extraterrestrials view their
experiences in a positive light: over half said contact has had a “highly
positive” impact on their lives and another ~22% reported a “slightly
positive” impact, putting over 72% of experiences in the positive camp. Only
11% of individuals with ongoing intimate contact classified that contact as
negative. It is also interesting to note that the human-looking beings are the
least likely to initiate a negative experience for contactees, whereas reptilian
beings are the most likely, but even then only 23% of reptilian contacts were
considered negative, which is quite startling if you’ve ever looked into their
reputation in ufology. There is little research into the “light beings” so often
described, and it’s possible that rather than being aliens themselves, they are
in fact the aliens’ mode of transport (or part of their natural form at higher
vibrational states), as they are frequently described as turning into a physical
alien, such as a grey. They could also be something else entirely as well, or
the abductees are describing various different beings.
It is worth mentioning that all this data is based entirely on conscious,
explicit memories and not lucid dreams or hypnotic regressions. Some firmly
believe that this makes the data much more reliable, as hypnosis and other
methods of experience such as dreams are more prone to falsifiable
information, such as through suggestion in the case of hypnosis. However, if
what Dr. Karla Turner says is true, that aliens are able to “create any
perception, and therefore any illusion” for us, then perhaps it is conscious
memory that is less reliable, given how susceptible it is to alien manipulation,
and other forms of recall should be relied upon to understand this
phenomenon.

Another study, The Marden-Stoner Study on Commonalities Among
UFO Abduction Experiencers (referenced previously), which surveys a group
of 50 abductee-experiencers, found results that differ somewhat from FREE’s
work. In this study the vast majority of experiences relied on conscious
memory (88%), but a fair number also relied on hypnosis (36%) as well as
other forms of recall, such as flashbacks (16%).
One survey question in the Marden-Stoner study was, “What is your
typical response to abduction?” (More than one response was permitted.) The
most predominant reply was fear (52%), followed by curiosity (46%).
Twenty-four percent (24%) of respondents indicated that they felt despair,
and 22% reported feeling pleasure.
When asked “How did you feel after an abduction experience?,” 30% of
respondents stated that they felt angry; another 30% felt tired, exhausted, or
physically drained and unwell; 22% reported being fearful; and only 6%
reported feeling peaceful.
Results like these seem to be more in line with what we’ve seen with the
typical event in which abductee-experiencers are brought aboard a UFO and
grey aliens are present. The abductions are often reported as quite terrifying,
and people who claim long-term abduction (most abductees) tend to become
increasingly frustrated by the nature of their experiences, often describing the
aliens as being deceptive and overly controlling, especially of their
consciousness and memory. Does this data give credence to the idea that we
are dealing with extraterrestrials with negative intent during these abduction
events?

In addition to the 11% of experiences that have been classified as either
“slightly” or “highly” negative by respondents in FREE’s survey, there is
actually some support for the “evil alien” theory with regard to the greys
(never mind the reptilians). There has been an overwhelming amount of work
done to document the reality of animal mutilations (especially, but not limited
to, cattle), wherein animals are found dead with strikingly similar markings
on their bodies. According to Linda Moulton Howe’s 1980 documentary A
Strange Harvest, which explores the animal mutilation issue, the “classic”
mutilation involves incisions, often perfectly circular, in the animals’ hides,
the removal of numerous external body parts, including the sexual organs,
eyes, ears and tongue, as well as the frequent draining of all the blood from
the carcass. Other common procedures are a “jaw swipe” and the removal of
various internal organs as well as the “coring” of the anus. According to
some sources, there have been over 22,000 cases of mysteriously butchered
cattle reported in the United States since 1974. UFOs and black helicopters
are routinely seen in conjunction with these events, and the issue is viewed
with great angst among the many ranchers whose cattle have been subjected
to these mysterious mutilations. On some occasions ranchers have actually
fired at low-flying National Guard and military helicopters, thinking they
were part of an illegal government operation (Kelleher, Knapp, 2005).
There have also been cases where people have reported seeing short
greys mutilating cattle first-hand. In 1973, Judith Doraty and her teenage
daughter Janet claimed to be abducted after a UFO trailed their car for a
while; during their abduction they saw a calf being lifted into the craft via a
beam, a calf that was then “operated on” by humanoids with “knife-like”
implements, which ended with the animal’s blood being drawn.
Cattle aren’t the only animals subjected to ET mutilations. Dr. Ardy
Sixkiller Clarke, a professor emeritus at Montana State University, recounts

in Encounters with Star People: Untold Stories of American Indians (2012)
an array of sightings by American Indians as well as their experiences with
aliens. In the book (another highly recommended read), one respondent told
the author of taking a hunting trip with his two cousins during which they
witnessed a large disk-shaped UFO slowly fly overhead and shortly thereafter
drop a buffalo carcass to the ground before flying off. They inspected the
carcass, and he reported that “the poor animal had been mutilated. It was a
pregnant female and her baby had been killed in the womb… The mother
buffalo had empty eye sockets. Her ears, tail, and eyes were missing. Her
stomach had been cut open, and the placenta holding the baby was missing.”
He concludes that “They are not the helpers, the ancestors (positive aliens as
described in stories by their elders). These are a different group of Star
People and maybe we should be worried about them.”
Mutilated animals often show signs of having been dropped from high
altitudes; for example, the ground may be depressed underneath them or their
bones may be fractured. Mutilated deer and elk have even been found
wrapped in high voltage power lines (see Hybrids Rising). Contrary to
official belief, George E. Onet, a doctor of veterinary microbiology and a
cattle mutilation investigator, claims that large scavengers such as coyotes,
wolves, foxes, dogs, skunks, badgers, and bobcats consistently avoid the
carcasses of mutilated cattle and that even domesticated animals are agitated
and fearful in their presence. Although cattle owners have frequently reported
this observation, officials have apparently disregarded it as being too
anecdotal to warrant serious consideration. It is reported that, bizarrely
enough, flies won’t even land on these carcasses. Lights and aerial vehicles
are often associated with these mutilation events.
Perhaps you are thinking that humans kill animals all the time, and
therefore that fact in and of itself doesn’t make aliens evil; perhaps they do it

for reasons better than our own anyway. Well, unfortunately it appears it is
not just animals on the receiving end of these mutilations. Shortly after
Richard D. Hall completed his documentary Silent Killers on animal
mutilations, he was contacted by a ufologist who asked him why he was only
documenting animal mutilations and not including human mutilations as
well. Hall had no idea what the man was talking about, until the ufologist
revealed the existence of mutilated humans who bore the exact same injuries
as the mutilated animals. This ufologist had found a guy from British Special
Air Service (SAS) whose job was to cover up evidence of human mutilations.
SAS would track UFOs on radar and, when a report of a mutilated human
came in, they’d helicopter out, seal off the area, and take the body away to a
Royal Air Force base. Interestingly, it was always the Americans who would
be called in to manage the cases and take possession of the bodies. The SAS
officer showed the ufologist some photographs he took, including the
mutilated bodies of a twenty-year-old man and a sixteen-year-old girl. After
this UFO investigator saw these pictures of dead bodies, he reported it to the
police and was subsequently interrogated by plainclothes agents. In the
documentary film, UFOs and NATO: The Human Mutilation Cover Up, Hall
tracks down this former SAS operative (who now claims to suffer from
severe radiation-caused MS due to his having been in close proximity to
these craft) to question him. He claims the man admitted to serving on these
operations and even seeing the ETs, which he described as looking like “the
Devil” and strong enough to “tear you apart.” The only beings that fit this
description in ufology are reptilians.
Other well-known cases of human mutilation that share the hallmarks of
UFO-caused animal mutilation include that of a Brazilian man in 1988 and
the 1959 Dyatlov Pass incident in what was then the Soviet Union, in which
nine hikers died or were killed while running from their tents in the middle of

the night in subzero temperatures, even leaving their shoes behind. Six died
of hypothermia, but the other three hikers died of undetermined causes, with
the investigation concluding that an “unknown compelling force” was
responsible. One was missing her eyes and tongue. Other hikers, who were
thirty-one miles south of the group, reported that they saw strange orange
spheres in the sky to the north that same night. Former police officer Lev
Ivanov, who led the official inquest in 1959, published an article in 1990 in
which he admitted that the investigation team had no rational explanation for
the accident and that after his team reported that they had seen “flying
spheres,” they had received direct orders from high-ranking officials to
dismiss the claim.
William Cooper, a former Navy intelligence officer turned conspiracy
theorist, claimed that his sources told him that in February and March 1948
two crashed flying saucers were retrieved, onboard which were found a large
number of human body parts. He suggests this could be the root cause of the
extreme secrecy measures in government, stating that a “demon had reared its
head and paranoia quickly took hold of everyone then ‘in the know.’” Given
the extreme similarity between the marks on mutilated humans and animals,
and the correlation between animal mutilations and greys, it is not a big leap
to assume that at least some faction of greys and reptilians are cooperating
with each other, working on some kind of biological initiative about which
we speculate on below. Abductee-experiencers have frequently identified
both types of aliens in conjunction with each other in the same spacecraft.
Some researchers, such as Grant Cameron, doubt the existence of evil
aliens, because their entire technology is based on a very in-depth
understanding of “oneness” of the universe. In a reference to Ben Rich, the
former head of Lockheed Martin Skunk Works mentioned earlier, who once
said that “UFOs work the same way ESP works: all places in space and time

are connected,” Cameron believes that the aliens would not harm humans,
because doing so would be no different from harming themselves. He adds,
“If you understand the concept of oneness, that there may not be time and
space and everything is connected… then you can change in your mind the
location [you want to go to] and you will move in time and space
instantaneously.” Cameron says this “discounts evil alien theory,” because, if
we bear in mind this concept of oneness, “you can’t come here and suddenly
say ‘separation, it’s me versus you.’” According to the FREE survey, 55% of
abductee-experiencers received a message of love or oneness during their
experiences, and a near equal number stated that they “felt united or one with
the world” during their encounter. Cameron further notes that some
experiencers he has met claim to have frequent contact with ETs who bring
them aboard their craft at night and let them take control of the steering and
fly the craft themselves. Abductees have reported that this experience is often
accomplished by establishing a direct connection between the ship and the
abductee’s mind, and 48% of respondents in the FREE survey stated that the
craft “was alive” or in some way a living entity. In his YouTube video,
“Tales of Unity and Oneness That the Government Doesn’t Want You to
Know” (2017), Cameron invokes the above as a sign the ETs are benevolent.
Many have claimed to have been taken on expansive journeys out into the
cosmos on these craft by benevolent beings. According to the FREE survey,
475 participants stated that they were taken to another planet, and of these the
vast majority that brought them there were human-looking beings.

Going a step further in this direction is perhaps the most well-known
ufologist, Dr. Steven Greer, founder of the Center for the Study of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CSETI) and the YouTube channel Sirius
Disclosure. He advocates that all ETs are highly benevolent, here making
peaceful contact with humanity with the intent to give us technology and
raise our vibration. He even goes as far as to say that the entire abduction
phenomenon is totally manmade, created by the powers that be, that is, a
largely Nazi-operated deep state colluding with the petrochemical industry
and the military industrial complex to suppress the disclosure of ETs and
faking ET abductions with the ultimate goal of precipitating a false-flag alien
invasion that is decades in the making. This invasion would initiate World
War III and usher in the conspiracy’s ultimate mission, the creation of a New
World Order. Grey aliens are programmed life forms (PLFs) created by these
deep-state forces in underground military facilities in the United States and
Australia (although there is a real alien that looks similar to these greys). In

fact, according to Greer, one of his sources in the intelligence community
told him that fake grey alien robots are rolling off the assembly line “like
sausages” in an underground facility beneath Pine Gap, the joint U.S.Australia satellite surveillance base in Australia. He cites the fact that during
encounters, grey aliens are described as being “robotic,” which to his credit,
does appear to be true in some cases, especially with the short greys, who are
at times described by abductees as “biological robots.”
Greer believes that, unlike these robotic creations, real extraterrestrials
are completely invested in humanity’s spiritual development, citing that they
would have killed themselves a long time ago with such sophisticated
technology if they weren’t, and that “there isn’t a shred of credible evidence”
that they are malevolent in any way. He also believes that our planet is under
quarantine until we become peaceful and that one day we will have the
opportunity to join the cosmic community when we “grow up” as a species.
Greer’s YouTube channel, Sirius Disclosure, posts interviews with an
impressive list of insiders who largely affirm his viewpoint about a deep-state
cover up, but they are less likely to agree with his opinion on the ETs
themselves. Greer believes that if we are not careful, our racism here on Earth
toward anyone unlike us will be applied to aliens with disastrous
consequences, citing the fact that it’s no coincidence that the sexy, humanlike beings (Nordics) are the “good guys” in ufology whereas the ugly lizard
creatures (reptilians) are the “bad guys.” However, note that by the
dismissing basic elements of the abduction phenomenon as described by
nearly every abductee-experiencer, Greer loses major credibility among
serious ufology researchers and abductee-experiencers alike. And while
evidence suggests that elements of the deep-state military may be using
cloned or fake grey aliens as part of MILAB (military abduction) operations,

overwhelming evidence indicates that real grey aliens do indeed exist and are
heavily associated with human abductions.
On the opposite side of the aisle is Tom DeLonge, the former vocalist
and guitarist of the rock band Blink-182, who has also been obsessed with the
alien question for quite a while. DeLonge has become a very well-known
face in the UFO community in recent years and was honored to be nominated
as “Researcher of the Year” in 2017 by OpenMindsTv. Like Greer, DeLonge
also claims to have deep connections in intelligence circles and has learned
from all his meetings with “top brass” and military industrial complex
insiders that the grey aliens abducting people are parasitic androids that we
need to eliminate immediately. DeLonge is overwhelmingly vague in general
concerning his beliefs around this issue, but his solution has something to do
with exploding nuclear bombs in the upper atmosphere to neutralize the
aliens and their hostile alien vehicles, or HAVs. The main focus of
DeLonge’s efforts, through his for-profit company To the Stars Academy,
which he has filled with a coterie of impressive intelligence and military
industrial complex insiders, is to develop and make available the ET
technology and aid the government in the gradual disclosure process (referred
to as acclimation) that they have been supposedly working on for the better
part of the last fifty years. He’s also quite focused on the spiritual element of
the ET phenomenon and is said to be currently writing a book on the topic.
DeLonge has already published several books as part of a series called Sekret
Machines that purports to “blur the line of science fiction and fact” on the
topic of ET visitation in order to bring us closer to public disclosure. That
said, many also believe that DeLonge is being “handled” by government
insiders.
Providing a similar but different perspective on this issue is Michael E.
Salla, a former assistant professor at American University and a well-

regarded author on ETs, the deep state, the secret space programs taking
place outside of the public’s purview, and creator of the website Exopolitics
(exopolitics.org). In his book, Galactic Diplomacy: Getting to Yes with ET
(2013), Salla divides the races of ETs into two largely discrete camps: good
and bad. The good guys are covered in chapter four, “First Contact: The
Galactic Community Introduces Itself to Humanity.” These ten races, mostly
named for their solar system or region of origin, are Alpha Centaurians,
Pleiadians, Tau Cetians, Lyrans, Vegans (from the Vega star system, not to
be confused with dietary vegans), Procyons, Andromedans, Sirius A,
Ummites, and Arcturians. The next chapter, “Extraterrestrial Races
Cooperating with the Military-Industrial Complex,” covers seven races:
greys, tall greys/whites, praying mantises, reptilians, Draconians, Sirians
from Sirius B, and the Anunnaki. Referencing the testimony of a plethora of
military insiders, contactees, and researchers alike (including Alex Collier,
Manuel D’Escandon, Billy Meier, Bill Cooper, Lyssa Royal, Gerald Light,
Col. Philip Corsco, Michael Wolf, and many others), Salla pieces together a
picture of the short greys being a parasitic race that preys on human
civilizations throughout the universe.
In fact, Salla concludes that the same short greys visiting us from Zeta
Reticulum engineered the creation of tall whites or tall greys (he doesn’t
specify a difference) through a genetic hybridization program with the tall
blond Nordics (known as the Procyons) in the star system Procyon by greys
from the star system of Rigel. Of the few Procyons who managed to escape
the greys’ hybridization program, one supposedly told a contactee
interviewed by UFO researcher George Andrews that the greys used hypnosis
and mind control on them to achieve their ends. He further told this contactee
that our own consciousness is our most vital weapon at this time, saying that

we must change our consciousness “from linear to multi-dimensional
awareness” as our weapon systems would be virtually useless against them.
Further supporting his theory that the short greys are parasitic in nature,
Salla references the testimony, gathered by researcher Frank Crawford, of a
military whistleblower who claimed to have participated in crash retrievals
and in one case captured a human-looking individual from Tau Ceti, who,
during interrogations with U.S. national security officials, claimed that they
were not happy with the situation on Earth with the small grey aliens. The
man-like being referred to them as a “parasitic race” that has been “preying
on human civilizations throughout the universe,” noting that our
government’s involvement with them is “very dangerous and out of control.”
Another person referenced is contactee Jill Waldport, also interviewed by
Crawford, who claimed she had been contacted first by greys and then
subsequently by human-looking people who told her they were from a place
called “Tau Seat-eye” (she had not heard of it) who had come to help her
“overcome the deception of the greys.”
Also in support of this track is contactee Alex Collier (also referenced
several times by Salla), who claims incredible stories of contact with various
benevolent beings and has said that the Pleiadians are in armed conflict with
greys (whom he refers to as The Dow) in our solar system and in other
systems such as Sirius B. Collier seems to have a significant breadth of
knowledge on ET affairs, though it is worth noting that some predictions
given to him by his alien contacts have not panned out, including a pole shift
that would occur before 2003 and an ascension to the fourth dimension that
would occur in late 2013.

Perspectives in Ufology Generally Fall Into
Five Camps
Camp 1. Archons: energetic parasites, perhaps even after our
souls.
The first basic classification of ET theory, dubbed the Archontic Theory
and proposed by David Icke, Nigel Kerner, and others, suggests that these
abductors may actually be energy parasites/vampires that inhibit humanity’s
spiritual evolution, feed off human misery, and ultimately may be out to take
our very souls. The idea of Archons originated with the Gnostics in the first
and second centuries AD, and they are also mentioned in Muslim texts as the
jinn (also spelled djinn), represented today by what we know as genies.
(Note: a 2012 a Pew Research Center poll found that the majority of Muslims
today believe in the existence of jinn.)
David Icke, a former BBC sports broadcaster turned professional
conspiracy theorist, whose theories are considered conceivable only by a
small (but loyal and growing) fan base, writes and lectures about a long-term
Archontic reptilian system with control over humanity. He believes that greys
are soulless, biological robots created by reptilians to do their bidding and
that the reptilians themselves control both the planet and this program. For
these reptilians, humans are a food source, “physical food when in 3D and
energetic food produced by low vibrational emotions (anger, fear, hate,
stress, depression) when in 4D” (Icke, 2010).
Hypnotherapist Barbara Bartholic and researcher and abductee Dr. Karla
Turner together came to the conclusion that at least a certain group of these
beings in some way “feed” off our emotions, “especially the strong ones that
come from fear, pain, depression, and compulsive actions.” According to this

theory, the grey beings may or may not be some kind of synthetic, robotic
android, but they are certainly here to suppress our awareness and possibly
achieve some kind of eternal existence by acquiring our souls. The authors of
the Soul-Guidance website (www.soul-guidance.com) suggest that Archontic
reptilians are responsible for the human-alien hybrid program, and the plan is
for the souls of the reptilians to inherit these bodies so they can continue to
exist once they lose their “food source” as humanity ascends into higher
dimensions.
Some abductees in Mack’s Passport to the Cosmos report highly
negative encounters with reptilians. One respondent reported that they sent
her horrible images, including ones of herself and other family members
being brutally killed; in response she learned to send “positive love energy
toward these angry beings,” and, as she did so, “she could hear them
shrieking and saw them running, then backing off through the wall.” Several
others describe encounters with reptilians aboard craft so terrifying “they
feared being separated from [their] soul” (Mack, 1999).
James Bartley, an outspoken researcher and abductee who claims to
have had personal experiences with reptilians and has done very extensive
work on the deep state and the reptilian agenda, similarly concludes that the
reptilians are behind the hybrid program and that the likely outcome does not
bode well for us. The Archontic Theory is also where many religious folks
who tend to refer to most alien beings as “fallen angels” would stand. We
will discuss Archons much more in Volume II.
To read arguments for and against the Archontic Theory of ETs, visit:
https://www.are.na/block/3670869

Camp 2. Merging with us to help each other and save the
Earth.
The second camp of ET theory suggests that the purpose of the
abduction program is to save a dying race, whose members have bred out or
otherwise lost their emotions and ability to reproduce, and may have
destroyed their home planet in some distant past as well. They have reached
an evolutionary dead-end and have decided that the only way forward for
them is to merge with another race that has compatible DNA in order to
regain their long-lost emotive and reproductive abilities and physical
embodiment. Both Mack and Noel Huntley have suggested that it could be
perhaps a form of cosmic or higher dimensional intervention, wherein each
race is on track toward extinction as we humans also rapidly reach the point
of no return in the destruction of our planet, with each having something
essential to offer the other: the aliens with their extremely high vibrational
status and connection to spirit, and us with our physical, emotional, and
reproductive capacities.

The goal of all this is the creation of a new hybrid race that possesses the
best qualities of each. This new race, it is often communicated to abducteeexperiencers, will populate the Earth sometime in the future. Some refer to
this hybrid race (or perhaps some faction of it) as the Essassani, and it is
worth noting that the entity referred to as Bashar, channeled by Darryl Anka
(see YouTube), claims to be an incarnate of this race, living on a different
planet sometime in the future. Bashar also claims that abductee-experiencers
all have agreed to help these abductors on a “soul level” but don’t always
realize that in their human, three-dimensional form. This theory of the
Essassani also holds that we do not end up destroying ourselves as predicted
and the hybrids never come to live on Earth, instead creating a highly

advanced, synchronistic, money and government-less civilization in another
star system, a theme in Noel Huntley’s work as well (discussed below).
Finally, we must also mention that some believe that the grey aliens are
in fact humans from some distant future (or possible a future, divergent
timeline) in which they have destroyed Earth and have time-traveled back to
the present day for the purposes stated above. Both experiencer Simon Parkes
and African shaman Credo Mutwa suggest this idea as a possibility, and
while it may be entirely true, our research has not generated enough evidence
to explore this theory further.
To read arguments for and against the saving-a-dying-race theory, visit:
https://www.are.na/block/3670881

Camp 3. A more powerful force invading by replacing humans
with their hybrids.
The third camp of ET theory is a mix of the first two. In this one, ETs
are biological beings, but they are in the process of staging an invasion of the
planet through a hybridization project. The ultimate goal being to replace
humans with ET/human hybrids, possibly for the purpose of spreading their
DNA throughout the galaxy, no different than what primarily motivates
humans and animals on Earth. In this scenario the program is not an
evolutionary process but rather an agenda, with a superior life form
determining that we humans should be replaced. Both Salla and DeLonge fall
into this camp, as does an often-cited proponent of invasion theory, Dr. David
Jacobs. Jacobs, now retired from his professorship in history at Temple
University, gradually became interested in the abduction phenomenon after
meeting Budd Hopkins in 1982 and subsequently learning to perform
hypnosis on potential alien abductees. In his latest two very sobering books,

The Threat: Revealing the Secret Alien Agenda (a highly recommended read,
published in 1998 and reprinted in 2008) and Walking Among Us (2015),
Jacobs pieces together testimony from hundreds of his hypnosis sessions to
form a narrative in which he concludes that ETs are creating ET/human
hybrids as part of a secret invasion of Earth, and, perhaps most startling of
all, they are already here—you guessed it—walking among us!
Jacobs documents a power hierarchy with the mantis beings at the top,
followed by the reptilians and the greys, then the hybrids themselves at the
bottom, with little autonomy of their own. The program forces abductees to
teach the latest generation of hybrids, who Jacobs terms “hubrids” (humanappearing hybrids), how to behave in socially acceptable ways and to
generally blend unnoticed into human society. The abductees turned often
unwilling participants in this program are subjected to constant mind control
by the telepathic hybrids/hubrids (achieved by staring into the eyes of the
abductee), and are threatened, beaten, and, in several cases, even raped by the
hubrids and by their hubrid personal security whose role is to ensure
successful project execution. This narrative would truly sound like bad
science fiction if it didn’t have at its center a quite terrified university
professor with impressive credentials writing this based on decades of
research. The hubrids can range from very benign beings, excited about
trying pizza for the first time while still on the craft and wanting to avoid
violence on Earth, all the way to seemingly emotionally traumatized beings
who subjugate abductees to unnecessary abuse. Jacobs believes flying
saucers are not so much spacecraft as they are flying abduction machines and
that we are nearing “The Change,” at which point humanity will be usurped
by these infiltrators from outer space. He writes in The Threat that “they are
engaging in the systematic and clandestine physiological exploitation, and
perhaps alteration, of human beings for the purposes of passing on their

genetic capabilities to progeny who will integrate into the human society and,
without doubt, control it” and notes that “all their efforts and activities appear
to be geared toward complete control of the humans on Earth.”
Other researchers, such as Derek Tyler, have also concluded that the
spreading of genes/DNA is a fundamental purpose behind this phenomenon.
Tyler writes in his book Alien Contact: The Difficult Truth (2016), that each
ET race is "instinctively attempting to conquer not just single worlds but the
whole galaxy by covering it with copies of its own DNA,” explaining the
hybrid program. These theories, especially Tyler’s, suggest a more primitive
and instinctually-motivated agenda on the part of the ETs, including even the
more benevolent ones, only offering help ultimately in order to pass their
genes to us.
To read arguments for and against the alien invasion theory, visit:
https://www.are.na/block/3670887

Camp 4. A long-term, multifaceted program that involves more
than hybrids.
The fourth camp of ET theory states that the ETs’ agenda is multifaceted
and not completely understood, but extends beyond a hybridization program.
This theme emerges in the work of John Mack, M.D., Linda Moulton Howe,
Jim Sparks, Dr. Karla Turner, and William Bramley.
In Turner’s final book Taken: Inside the Alien-Human Abduction
Agenda (1994), she conducts intricate research on eight women who claim to
be abductee-experiencers. Of these eight women, “six report experiencing
levitation, five recall passing through solid objects, and four witnessed or
performed telekinesis.” Furthermore, “women were induced to relive or
envision a past time or event in their lives,” and at least one witnessed an

apparent virtual reality scenario “designed to destroy her faith in traditional
religion.” Another reported lessons on “changes in allegiance,” and some
women claimed to have developed a suspicion of temporal governments,
including one who believed such belief changes were “fostered” by the
aliens. Turner concludes that “such an attitude adjustment is clearly an
intrinsic part of the abduction agenda, pointing to a much more involved and
disturbing program than the mere taking of genetic material to revivify a
degenerative alien race” and that “their actions concern changing our belief
system as much as working, for whatever reason, with our bodies, and we do
not know the motivation for this targeting of religion and government.
Interestingly, author William Bramley discovered in his research and
published in his 1993 book Gods of Eden that ETs have been present during
many major human conflicts in the past and have also been associated with
various outbreaks, such as plagues. Michael Tellinger came to a similar
conclusion in his 2012 book Slave Species of God, as did Zecharia Sitchin in
his famous series The Earth Chronicles. Both authors argue that humanity
was created by aliens a long time ago as a worker species, although these
aliens may be a group of ETs completely different group from those behind
the abduction phenomenon.
More evidence of a multifaceted program emerges from the abduction
experience of Linda Porter in Linda Moulton Howe’s 1998 book High
Strangeness. During Porter’s abduction, a grey alien showed her a man on a
table and proceeded to remove his heart from his chest, showing her that it
was diseased, then telling her that it was important for his soul to stay in this
“container” for a longer period on Earth. The aliens then showed her a cloned
body in a glass tube which looked like a slightly younger version of the man
and indicated that his soul would be placed in the cloned body and relocated
to Australia, while his current body would die in his home. Howe concludes

that there is “something extremely important for these beings to study about
the soul-spirit interaction with Homo sapiens.” Howe’s latest conclusion in
2019 is that most of the beings involved in abduction, including all greys and
mantis beings, are forms of biological artificial intelligence created by a
prime intelligence and tasked with monitoring and seeding life in newly
developing solar systems.
Near-death experiencers have at times reported interacting with various
beings found in the ufology literature, describing beings with the same
characteristics as greys, tall whites, and blue-skinned beings, with some of
these interactions even taking place aboard spaceships. One of the abductees
in Dr. Karla Turner’s work recalls the process of choosing to the born, during
which he interacted with the same “Old One” encountered during his
abduction experience. The South African shaman and abductee Credo Mutwa
believes that the mantindane (“the tormentors,” his term for deceitful grey
aliens) will “follow you,” not only in this life “but through all lifetimes.” One
experiencer realized from her encounters that she has “had a relationship with
them for thousands of years—not just thousands of years, thousands of
lifetimes” (Mack, 1999). According to the results of the FREE survey, 75.4%
of experiencers believe there is a connection between NHIBs and
reincarnation.
Jim Sparks claimed in his book The Keepers that over the course of
dozens of abductions he was forced to learn a complex alphabet of alien
hieroglyphics as well as to master a host of other bizarre abilities. Some
researchers have likened Earth to a “free-for-all genetic laboratory
operation.” Teacher, counselor, public servant, and abductee, Dr. James
Walden, in his book The Ultimate Alien Agenda, came to believe that he was
in fact part alien, remembering during a hypnosis session conducted by
Barbara Bartholic that he was incubated by ET scientists inside a glass tube

in another dimension as an element of their research pursuits, at one point
suggesting that “the Earth might actually be an alien-controlled human
experimentation farm.” One anonymous abductee concluded that “the aliens
have used me because I live in a genetically modified body. My physical
existence offers an opportunity for the aliens to make genetic surveillance in
a multigenerational way” (see evelorgen.com). When John Mack was asked
during a presentation whether humans are being studied, farmed, or evolved
—and that he could only choose one—Mack responded, “All three.”
Directly related to this is the Custodian Theory, which states that aliens
have been visiting the planet for thousands, if not tens of thousands, of years,
and have played a direct role in the evolution of humanity. This theory holds
that aliens view humans as their creation and have been monitoring and
shaping our development, including upgrading apes and primitive humans
into modern Homo sapiens. Some proponents of this theory, such as Dolores
Cannon, believe that these custodians are a benevolent force, with one of the
channelled beings in her book Keepers of the Garden (2016) stating that the
ultimate outcome of the program was “the raising of the human race to
universal level of awarness. To be brothers of the star people, and not
subjugates or subordinates” (Cannon, 2016). Other researchers, such as
William Bramley, believe that ETs have played a very negative role in our
history and are consistently responsible for human suffering through the ages.
Bob Lazar (Area 51 scientist discussed below) noted that he read a classified
document that indicated that humans have received as many as 65 instances
of “externally corrected evolution” in our history. Linda Moulton Howe
claimed to have been invited to Kirkland Airforce Base in 1983 and was
shown documents that indicated that ETs “had been personally involved in
the genetic manipulation of already evolving primates on this planet,” and
which “also suggested that Cro-Magnon was the result of genetic

manipulation by the gray extraterrestrials” (Lindemann, 1991). Dr. Jaques
Vallee James concluded that the UFO phenomenon had been reported as far
back and 40,000 years ago. Walden came to realize that his soul was reptilian
in nature and that his species are the progenitors of mankind, “trying to
perfect hybrid humans” of higher intelligence and “prepare them to assume
responsibility for this planet.” One experiencer in Mack’s work realized
under hypnosis that a long time ago humans chose to come to Earth, while
the aliens, who were closer to Source and less embodied would be
responsible for coming to “check up on the ones who were embodied, keep
track of what they were doing” as well as find problems and make changes
that needed to be made. The purpose of this project or experiment “was to
increase knowledge of our awareness and connection to Source and in a sense
Source’s knowledge of Itself ” (Mack, 1999). During abductions, ETs
themselves have made myriad claims to abductee-experiencers congruent
with the Custodian Theory, such as claiming to have created religion and
even humanity itself. One abductee in Karla Turner’s Taken was asked by the
aliens, “Did you think this was all by accident?” as the aliens presented the
concept of Earth as a cosmic zoo.
However, many experts like Turner have discounted these kinds of
statements as indoctrination that serves to “reduce our concepts of human
sovereignty,” as well as to bind us to aliens in a “subservient position, as a
possession,” a process that essentially gets humanity to hand over its power
to the aliens. It is well documented that many predictions that ETs have
expressed to abductee-experiencers have turned out not to be true, a finding
that suggests that we should regard virtually everything the ETs tell us with
skepticism, and judge them more by their actions than by their words.

To read arguments for and against the long-term manipulation of humans by
ETs, visit: https://www.are.na/block/3670914

Camp 5. The manifestation of this phenomenon is a complete
reflection of ourselves.
Finally, some suggest that the key to the enigmatic nature of alien beings
and to the purpose of their abduction program could be a closer inspection of
our own consciousness—that your experience of alien phenomena depends
largely on what you believe, your level of spirituality, and your outlook on
life. John Mack worked with several people who had highly negative
experiences with the grey beings but also with others who had positive
experiences, and suggests that this idea could explain the disparity. In
comparing two men who had very different experiences, one “nasty and
hurtful” and the other “enlightening and inspiring,” Mack suggests that this
difference could in fact be traced to each man’s outlook on life, with one
“more bitter about his fate, the beings’ purposes, and the works of God,”
whereas the other was “accepting all experience as welcome teachings of the
creator” (Mack, 1999). Experiencer Sherry Wilde believes that bad
experiences come from our own fear and says that “any experience we have
becomes distorted when it is filtered through high emotion and particularly
when that emotion is fear.” Another experiencer has suggested that “whatever
remains unintegrated in a person’s nature may show up in the experiences.”
Grant Cameron believes that the phenomenon reflects our awareness and that
fundamental answers will be found only through the expansion of human
consciousness. Dr. Leo Sprinkle, whom FREE labels the “Dean of Research
on ET Contact Research,” writes, in his foreword for Bret Oldham’s Children
of the Greys, “The show (Cosmic Consciousness Conditioning) can be
described as a MIRROR. The ET Mirror (or Ink Blot Test in the Sky) reflects

back to us who we are, not who they are. Thus, ETs can be viewed as evil
and threatening, or as alien and strange, or as friends and family, depending
upon the viewer’s level of spirituality.” The Ataien (a mantis being,
channeled below) also reinforces this line of thinking, saying, “Remember,
your mind controls your reality. If you think you are being manipulated by an
alien plot to steal your genetic material or enslave you, you will create just
such a situation.” Given the enormous energetic and spiritual/interdimensional component of the abduction phenomenon (many argue that this
is a spiritual phenomenon that is entering into our reality in a hard-edge way),
it seems plausible that one’s own awareness could inform each person’s
experience to an even greater degree than what seems apparent in our
everyday physical reality.
However, some like Karla Turner have likened this idea to “blaming a
rape victim for the violence committed against her” and leaving abductees
feeling doubly violated, “first by the aliens who took them and then by the
UFO researchers they turn [to] for explanations and help.” It is also safe to
say that the loved ones of individuals subjected to mutilations by ETs, not to
mention many of those who identify as abductees, no doubt feel very much
opposed to this theory.

The Five Camps of ET Theory Summarized
We believe all these opinions have validity to them and that, as is said of any
two (or more) stories, “the truth lies somewhere in the middle.” We aim to
reconcile these differences into a more unified truth toward the end of this
report.
To list these five schools of thought once again:

1. Archons: energetic parasites, perhaps even after our souls
2. Merging with us to help each other and save the Earth.
3. A more powerful force invading by replacing humans with their
hybrids.
4. A long-term, multifaceted program that involves more than hybrids.
5. The manifestation of this phenomenon is a complete reflection of
ourselves.

Multiple Grey Alien Theory
It is the Passport Teams belief that one of the primary ways to reconcile
the varying beliefs about the nature of the abduction program is that we are
actually dealing with multiple factions of grey aliens that abductees cannot
differentiate due to their similarities, but which in fact have hugely varying
dispositions and agendas. This likelihood becomes increasingly evident in
ufology as one drills deeply enough into the material.
To begin to explore this idea, we summarize a backstory of these races
known as “greys.” Our sources include Noel Huntley’s book ETs and Aliens:
Who Are They? And Why Are They Here? (2002), (another highly
recommended read) which relies on channeled material in the Voyagers series
and the Explorer books, among others, as well as Lyssa Royal Holt’s Visitors
From Within (Royal and Priest, 1992), which is largely channeled by the
author herself but also includes channels from Bashar and others, sources that
are all congruent with the accounts of contactees including Alex Collier and
others. Evidence from these sources shows that the greys actually trace their
lineage to a single ancestral species that many millions of years ago looked
and behaved somewhat similar to humans, except with even greater diversity
and passion. Eventually their behavior created an imbalance between
technology and consciousness, leaning too far toward technology (as humans
do today). That inclination, combined with their intense passions, led to
overpopulation and resource scarcity that over time resulted in catastrophic
planetary civil war, rendering the surface of their planet unlivable and forcing
survivors underground. At this point they decided that it was best to eliminate
their emotions to prevent another war. This goal was accomplished, and
before long the closest thing to emotion they could feel were varying degrees
of curiosity. Their underground, science-centered lives led them to evolve

into their current form, with big eyes, large heads, and small bodies, among
other traits.
Through this process they also became divided and scattered across the
universe, with one group at one point being captured and hybridized by the
Draco (think notorious, ancient, very powerful reptoid empire that precedes
the reptilians, often believed to be quite malevolent). This group, which
would become known as the Zeta-Dracos, are considered highly treacherous.
Another Zeta group would come to reside within the constellation Orion and
ultimately become subservient to or mercenaries for the reptilians based in
the Rigel star system, developing a more militaristic and hostile orientation
toward humans. Today these Orion greys are referred to simply as “greys,”
and are also said to have some reptilian DNA in them. The final group,
eventually hailing from Zeta Reticulum and becoming known as the Zeta
Reticuli, are generally regarded as benign, having achieved some measure of
ascension or enlightenment in which they recognize themselves as part of an
infinite consciousness that we share with them, and are therefore also
motivated to assist humanity in our evolution. This group has more insectoid
DNA and are responsible for most abductions, although the Orion greys have
been manipulating Earth for much longer.
All three factions faced reproductive issues, because their evolution
digressed to the point where their large heads became unable to fit through
the female birth canal. As a result, it seems that they resolved to clone
themselves to perpetuate their existence. However, similar to how resolution
is lost when one takes a picture of a picture of a picture, the cellular structure
of these cloned bodies began to degrade, ultimately leaving these various
Zeta groups in a very serious predicament. Unable to procreate naturally and
having exhausted their ability to continue cloning themselves, they are
rapidly nearing their demise. They also came to have little or no adaptability

or survival instinct. Furthermore, their lack of emotions created a blockage
between their spiritual and physical bodies, causing them to lose their ability
to feel spiritual inspiration. Together, these challenges have left these various
Zetas in dire straits.
Hence the last-ditch solution for these beings has been to merge with a
race with similar ancestry. They chose humans because our race has common
ancient ancestors with theirs (Vegans and Lyrans) and, specifically for the
Zeta Reticuli, because we are on a similar path to destruction that they
followed in their distant past. These Zetas exist naturally at a very high
frequency, so initial abductions were carried out in an astral state. They then
created a “stepped-down” version of themselves to be able to interact with us
in three dimensions, and today they have created their hybrid races. The
process of integrating these hybrids into human society, so often reported by
abductee-experiencers, is now in full swing on Earth and potentially is
occurring on other planets as well. The primary aim of the benevolent Zeta
Reticuli, said to be responsible for most UFO abductions, is to save
themselves, regain their emotional bodies, and help upgrade humanity.
On the other hand, we have what Huntley refers to as the “unenlightened
Zetas,” which comprise Zeta-Dracos and greys. The greys and Zeta-Dracos
are said to be the ones who have formed a treaty with the U.S. government
and are found in underground bases conducting cruel and bizarre genetic
experiments on humans. They have also been abducting people and are the
likely culprits behind human mutilations. According to Huntley and Holt,
they are also creating both human hybrids and human clones to serve their
own agenda, which includes perpetuating their species and enslaving Earth.
Note that, according to Huntley’s sources, the Zeta Reticuli have also reached
a technology exchange agreement with elements of the U.S. government out
of necessity.

Overall this backstory may seem like a pretty far-out, unsubstantiated
theory, especially because it is largely based on channeled material, which is
not always reliable. However, there is some evidence from what abducteeexperiencers have consistently reported from their experiences aboard craft to
substantiate this story, such as the fact that greys do seem motivated by issues
of human emotion, physicality, and reproduction, and also that they are
clearly creating a hybrid race with the qualities of both races. This, combined
with the bullet points presented below, could mean that indeed there are
multiple races of greys who have varying agendas despite their similar
appearance.
Additionally, researchers have noted that the messages that abducteeexperiencers receive from the aliens are at times totally inconsistent with
each other. Dr. Turner notes this inconsistency in her book Taken, with one
abductee being told that she and others must work as “a spiritual being… for
the good of humanity,” whereas another was told that “all good people of
earth must come together to resist what is coming,” suggesting the possibility
that these communications do not come from a single source, as “there are
frequently contradictions and inconsistencies from case to case” (Turner,
1994). Given that abductees describe several types of greys, it seems possible
that these differences actually represent the various factions.
However, when it comes to the primary abduction phenomenon of
which the hybridization agenda is a key purpose, according to most testimony
from abductee-experiencers, it is difficult to isolate the program to any one
particular type of grey, or any one race at all, for that matter. It is entirely
possible that parallel abduction/hybridization programs are being carried out
by competing races of greys (with enlistment by various other ETs) to aid in
their survival and to advance other ends, such as spiritual growth via the
acquisition of an emotional body, to help the planet, or to establish control

over humanity. For example, Huntley has stated that the mantis beings (who
researchers so often believe to be in control of the program) work only with
the benevolent Zetas. Could it be the case that the malevolent reptilians also
work only with the Zeta-Dracos or Orion greys on an almost (but not quite)
identical program, with similar but nonetheless differing objectives? While it
is noted that abductions even by Zeta Reticuli are not necessarily pleasant,
could the existence of divergent programs partially explain the enormous
variance in the experiences of abductees, not to mention the varying natures
of the hubrids in David Jacobs’s work? The channeled material from Lyssa
Royal Holt’s Visitors From Within (Royal and Priest, 1992) suggests this
could be so, but these theories require further investigation. For researchers,
determining whether mantids and negative reptilians are ever seen aboard
craft together would be a helpful data point.
To learn more about evidence for multiple factions of greys, see
https://www.are.na/block/3670972.

The Negative Grey Agenda
There is a decent amount of material that can be found covering the
agenda of the negative grey aliens, specifically those coming from Orion.
While much of its sources are channels, contactees, and whistleblowers
whose identity and credibility are unverifiable, enough consistency exists in
their narratives that we can form a pretty clear picture of the agenda and
modus operandi of this faction of greys. Note that this material is where we
begin crossing the line into topics of deep ufology and the deep state.
According to the channeled material in Huntley’s work, there are three
major players in our Milky Way galaxy: the Galactic Confederation of
different star systems throughout the galaxy (benevolent); the Reptoid
Federation, a conglomeration of many reptoid species (not benevolent); and
finally the Orion Empire, ruled by one leader (not benevolent). According to
Huntley, the Orion Empire is run mainly by the greys and Zeta-Draco hybrids
working with a federation of Draconian reptilians, with the aim of extending
their domination to other planets, and these greys/Zeta-Draco are mainly the
ones who negotiate treaties and secret deals with Earth governments. While
the Zeta Reticuli insist that abductees agreed to abductions at the level of the
soul, these Orion groups abduct people without their consent.
According to The Dulce Book, by anonymous researcher “Branton” and
based largely on the testimony of the pseudonymous Thomas Castello, who
claimed to have been a security officer in an underground, cooperative
human-alien military base and genetic research laboratory beneath the small
town of Dulce, New Mexico, grey aliens engage shadow elements of our
government in a complex and dynamic relationship in which they are partly
in partnership via a technological exchange but also vying for control in their
own bid to enslave the planet. According to this source, these “[g]reys from

Orion” initially engaged our government asking for permission to abduct a
small number of people in order to preserve their species, and in return they
would give the U.S. government access to their technology. One of the terms
under this agreement was that each abduction would be reported to the
government and that abductees would be returned in a state where there
would be no evidence or memory of their abduction. However, the
governmental body created under the Eisenhower administration to deal with
the ET issue, namely MJ-12, would quickly learn they were outsmarted,
because 1) the greys began abducting far more people than agreed to, were
creating a hybrid race, and were implanting mind-control devices in
abductees in a bid to control the planet, and 2) the technology the government
received was far too advanced and exotic to reverse-engineer, at least
initially. “The Great Deception,” as Branton refers to it, was, he argues, a
play by the greys to achieve a grey-alien-run planet.
However, things get more complicated as a more sinister group would
ultimately come to control much of the secretive elements of the U.S.
government, what Branton refers to as the reptilian and Nazi-affiliated
corporate-led Bavarian Illuminati, who also have a bid to take over the planet
and create their fascist New World Order. This is a Luciferin group
associated with a faction of paraphysical reptilians, while the greys from
Orion are associated with those reptilians from Rigel, but whom they also
resent and would like to be free from. Somewhere in the mix are the upper
echelons of the military and national security officials whom Castello worked
for, and whose own agenda in this matter is dubious.
Coming back to the greys, according to contactee Alex Collier, these
beings have become completely separated from the divine creator and have
disowned and fractionalized themselves away from their spiritual essence to
the point where their physical existence and personality has become pure ego

(hence soulless). They have become a single hive-mind, and one of their
primary aims is to bring humanity into this hive-mind. Collier notes that this
is very different from the agenda of the Zeta Reticuli, whose agenda is
benevolent and who use their technology for healing purposes as opposed to
control. The Orion greys are now, according to Collier, plotting a fake returnof-Christ event to fool humanity into accepting their plans. They are also
rapidly dying out and are in a desperate rush to enact their two-pronged effort
to save themselves and take over the planet. They operate en masse in
underground bases, often working alongside humans and reptilians. Note that
these grey aliens are also in confrontation with an anti-grey Nordic faction
who also inhabit underground bases and who seem to be in league with
benevolent Zetas. Ultimately these conflicts represent skirmishes, part of a
larger galactic war taking place among various forces in our galaxy.
To be sure, the deeper we go, the more outrageous this stuff starts to
sound, so we will stop here and say that if these accounts are even partly true,
the true picture of events taking place on Earth is far more bizarre and
complex than what our “surface governments” would have us believe. That
said, a fair number of credible witnesses who are willing to be named
corroborate certain aspects of these accounts. They include Bill Tompkins,
who worked at Douglas Aircraft, Northrop Grumman, and Rand Corporation
and who claimed to have firsthand knowledge of a war between Nordics and
reptilians on Earth; Dan Sherman, who claimed to have been tasked with
facilitating an ongoing collaboration between greys and the National Security
Agency (NSA); security officer Larry Warren, who witnessed an alien craft
outside a military base in Suffolk, U.K., and would later be taken into a
super-secret underground base beneath the military base and told about a
long-term involvement of aliens on Earth who were now blending into

society unnoticed; and Bob Lazar who was tasked with helping to reverseengineer flying saucers from Zeta Reticuli at Area 51.

Government-Alien Cooperation?
It is widely believed among ufologists that U.S. president Dwight D.
Eisenhower met with two different groups of ETs between 1954 and 1955.
Referencing testimony of military insiders and some of Eisenhower’s own
people, Salla, William Cooper, and others present evidence to suggest that
the president secretly went to Edwards Air Force Base on February 22, 1954,
and Holloman Air Force Base on February 10, 1955, to negotiate with two
separate groups of ETs (see chapter two of Salla’s Galactic Diplomacy). The
first ET group the president met with apparently had a very “Nordic”
appearance and were said to have offered spiritual guidance but refused to
give humanity access to their technology, as we humans had not evolved
enough to handle even our own technology. They also required that we
disable our nuclear weapons. The second group, dubbed the “tall greys,”
apparently did not have such reservations and offered to provide their
technology in return for the ability to abduct a very small number of people
for the stated purpose of extending the existence of their species. According
to researchers, the Eisenhower administration seems to have made an
agreement with the latter group, as they were highly reluctant to disable their
weapons in such an uncertain situation. Part of the deal was that abductees
would have no memory of the incident, no evidence would indicate that they
had been taken, and the government would periodically be provided with a
list of abductees (Salla, 2013).
One man’s testimony that heavily supports government collusion with
grey aliens is Dan Sherman. Sherman, a former U.S. Air Force electronic
intelligence specialist, published a book titled Above Black (1997) that tells
his story of working for the NSA as an intuitive communicator as part of a
project called Project Preserve Destiny. PPD, as Sherman referred to it, was a

“genetic management project with the sole purpose of cultivating human
offspring so that they would have the ability to communicate with the greys,”
according to his boss, Captain White.

White told Sherman during his first briefing that, at some point, the U.S.
government had reached an agreement with grey aliens. However, it seems
that in order to establish a suitable line of communication between the NSA
and the telepathic aliens, a number of pregnant women would be abducted
and then subjected to genetic procedures by the ETs that would give their
children the potential to develop the intuitive communication (IC) skills
required to communicate with the greys. If any of these altered children

eventually joined the military, they would be “steered” toward PPD.
Sherman’s “comms” with ETs included such things as “potentiality for
recall,” “residual pain level,” “nerve response,” “body normalization,” and
“other more obscure things” he couldn’t recall because “they made no sense.”
Sherman claims his first abduction comm included latitude and longitude
coordinates that he later looked up, a location that corresponded with the
Florida panhandle. We suggest you read Above Black for more information
about Sherman’s incredible experience in the deep black intelligence world
and his intimate communications with aliens.
Additional evidence of a government-alien partnership emerges in the
testimony of many abductees who claim to have seen military personnel
aboard ships or somehow involved with the hybrid program. Once such
example is Bret Oldham, who claims to have seen military men working with
greys on multiple occasions (Oldham, 2017).
There are other examples that evidence this collusion. Once such
example is in the nonfiction book Raechel’s Eyes (Helen Littrell and Jean
Bilodeaux, 2005), in which roommates began to suspect that their other
roommate “Raechel” was part alien. In the book, a U.S. Air Force colonel
rescued a Zeta-human hybrid girl from a wrecked craft and tried to integrate
her into society. He was part of a hybridization project set up to create
human-ET hybrids and see how well they blended into society. Cynthia
Crawford claimed that her father, who had been in the U.S. Army, told her
when she was twenty-six that she was part alien and created via a
hybridization project managed by the CIA to create people with superhuman
capabilities (Miguel Mendonca, 2015). Crawford may be telling the truth as
she has features somewhat resembling ETs. Abductee Anna Jamerson came
to the conclusion from her experiences with both aliens and subsequently

military personnel that “our government is up to its epaulets in this. They
know” (Beth Collings and Anna Jamerson, 1996).
There is an absolute cornucopia of information on the topic of a
government-ET collusion that we will dive into much more deeply if we ever
publish a Passport to the Deep State, but even at a surface level the available
evidence makes it hard to doubt that our government and military industrial
complex have acquired ET technology. Former Los Alamos National
Laboratory turned Groom Lake (Area 51) scientist and whistleblower Bob
Lazar, for instance, attests to reverse-engineering flying saucers at a facility
called “S4” several miles south of the primary Area 51 installation. Lazar
also claimed to have seen documents during his time at S4 that indicated that
the craft were from Zeta Reticuli, specifically planet #3 in that star system
(see Joe Rogan experience #1315).
We believe Lazar’s testimony because, while the record of the degrees
he claims to have from MIT and Caltech don’t officially exist, his
employment history has also disappeared from Los Alamos National
Laboratory, despite the fact that his name appeared in an old phone book for
the lab. He was also able to predict the exact time that strange lights would
appear above the base and would be witnessed by several friends, including
John Lear. There is much speculation as to whether Lazar’s testimony is true;
however, his story has remained highly consistent over the years, he passed
multiple polygraph tests and has produced a W-2 form that showed that he
had worked for the Office of Naval Intelligence. We suggest you watch the
documentary Bob Lazar: Area 51 & Flying Saucers (2018) for a compelling
case that Lazar is not a fraud, and the shorter video The Perplexing BOB
LAZAR | An In-Depth Exploration on YouTube for a credible analysis of this
man.

Based on an overwhelming body of evidence, we believe that there is
almost certainly some level of government-ET official cooperation in place
and, given that the U.S. Constitution states that all treaties that the United
States enters into must be ratified by the Senate, these extra-constitutional
agreements have extremely dubious legal standing and certainly deserve
official inquiry on the part of our elected representatives.

Evidence of a Cloning Program
There is substantial evidence of a cloning program underway, as
referenced in the works above. In Linda Moulton Howe’s book Glimpses of
Other Realities (1997), several abductee-experiencers report seeing rooms
full of cloned human bodies. One of these is Linda Porter (mentioned above),
who recalled one experience in which she was shown human bodies in
cylinder tubes that seemed to be “floating in purple gas” and describing them
as being in “suspended animation.”
Porter then witnessed the death of her own body and the transfer of her
soul into cloned body of identical age and form. One of the beings showed
her that her heart had been damaged by some illness and would have stopped
soon without intervention.

The same book reports another case in which an abductee-experiencer
named Wanna Lawson was led into a massive room filled with cloned bodies.
She described her experience to Mouton Howe as follows:
Lawson: And we ended up in this humongous room with tubes. The
walls were lined with these tubes. They appeared to be glass, but they
weren’t glass. The tubes were about two feet wide and about eight
feet high. Cylinder tubes. Round. Wide enough to hold the tall, pale
bodies.
Moulton Howe: How many of them were there? How big was this
room?
Lawson: City blocks long. I couldn’t see the end of the room.
Moulton Howe: Hundreds of these tubes?
Lawson: Thousands.
Lawson was then guided to one particular tube and told, telepathically,
that “that was her body.” She describes seeing a female with gray-white skin
color standing about eight feet tall, with wavy black hair and almond-shaped
eyes. Her soul was then be temporarily transferred into that body.

Dr. Turner’s book Taken includes three accounts of abductees who
either saw personally or were told of cloned human bodies. Two were shown
clones of their bodies, although they were given different explanations.
Turner notes similar reports from other abductee-experiencers, including one
case in which a man said he saw a “room full of inert male and female human
bodies, who were beautiful and identical.” In another case one Christian
experiencer was shown a room full of cloned inanimate bodies and was asked
if she wanted to “see hers.” She was then shown a body and told that “they
were making a ‘new me,’” and she felt this cocoon was going to be the new
her. “I felt that they are waiting for the resurrection,” she said, “or
reanimation, and we will all be able to see and talk with them here on [E]arth.

If I were to die now, I believe that my ‘other body’ will house my soul when
Jesus says it is time, and I, too, will come back. If I live through all the
destruction (to come) into the new world, I will still need my other body, as
this one I have will die anyway” (Turner, 1994).
It’s difficult to definitively identify the purpose of these cloned bodies.
However, they are possibly the bodies discussed below upgraded by the
Ataien (mantis beings) in Dorothy Roeder’s The Next Dimension Is Love
(1993), the purpose of which is to provide the souls of people on Earth with
physical bodies that can survive the evolutionary changes said to be in store
for humanity. It is odd that sometimes they are described as exact clones and
at other times, as in Wanna Lawson’s case, as being more of a hybrid body,
similar to the animated hybrids often described by abductee-experiencers
aboard craft. More concerning is the documentation of a case where an
abductee deemed “uncooperative” by the abducting aliens was told that a
duplicate of his body could be used to “replace” him on Earth (Turner, 1994).

Types of Beings
This section is intended to give a brief overview of some of the beings
most often encountered during the contact and abduction phenomenon.

Who are the Greys/Zetas?
As we discussed above, across the various abduction cases one thing has
become increasingly clear: grey aliens, also referred to as “Zetas,” come in
more than one variety. The four main types that the Hybrids Rising team
categorizes are as follows.

From our research, the vast majority of cases involve Type 2A greys.
These beings seem to be heavily involved in the primary abduction program,
and we believe they are the ones often referred to as “short greys,” “robots,”
“drones,” and “workers.” They perform most of the actual labor involved in
the process of abduction, including capturing individuals, removing clothing,
operating equipment, and performing the various medical procedures so often
reported. They are frequently described as being part of a “hive,” with one
abductee specifying that they seem to have “one mind, many bodies.” These
short greys are often said to look identical, and thus it is often suggested that

they are clones. We propose that they are biological robots aiding the taller
greys in their program.
We don’t have a statistic that indicates the percentage of abducteeexperiencers who encounter these beings in particular. However, given that
50% of respondents said they had seen “small grey beings” and this being is
certainly the most common grey from our research, it’s likely that they could
be present in as many as 40% of all contact and abduction events.
Furthermore, because “light beings” or “balls of light” (which, according to
Grant Cameron, often transform into alien beings) are encountered in 55% of
all abduction experiences, the total number could be much higher.
As discussed in detail above, the experiences that people have with these
beings range from very positive to quite negative and terrifying. In an
interview, one abductee stated that these greys have terrible energy and
highly doubts that they are spiritually evolved. In Sherry Wilde’s The
Forgotten Promise (2014), the author concludes after a lifetime of abductions
that the greys wear goggles “not because our sun is so bright, but because
their light is so brilliant.”
Evidence suggests that the short greys are not in charge of the program
and as such will not provide direction or even answer questions posed by
abductee-experiencers. “[T]he small Greys would rarely answer me. If I ever
got an answer to any of my questions, it would usually come from a tall
Grey,” Bret Oldham noted. Another time, he writes, “a taller grey seems to be
in charge during these encounters” (Oldham, 2013).
The second type of grey the Hybrids Rising team has identified is the
tall grey, which are probably the same as the Type 4 grey. Tall greys, reported
by 34% of abductee-experiencers, show more individuality than the short
greys and have been said to exude warmth at times, provide detailed answers
to questions, and even provide comfort to abductees in times of terror or

severe distress. While sexual organs are non-existent for both short and tall
greys alike, some abductees do report intuitively sensing tall greys as having
specific genders (Mack, 1994). Abductee-experiencers sometimes also
perceive them to be “doctors” aboard the craft. Oldham relates a conversation
with a taller grey, who told him Earth would be destroyed. “I realized he was
telling me this to observe my reaction to these prophetic statements. ‘No!’
‘You’re wrong,’ I exclaimed[.] ‘I know that you will never let this happen to
Earth. You will stop us from doing this before it is too late.’ Then he finally
spoke. ‘You are correct. It is not in our best interest to let your kind destroy
itself and your planet’” (Oldham, 2013).
It is particularly imperative that we figure out who these Type 4 greys
are and what their motivations are, because they seem to play a pivotal and
independent role in the abduction program and do not behave as the more
robotic short greys do. To begin with, as a research community we need to be
clearer about the skin color of the beings that abductee-experiencers
encounter in each case, since the various “greys,” as they are often
collectively referred to, seem to have differing motivations that we can
probably separate based on their skin tone. For example, in Taken, Turner
notes that “it seems one kind wants to help us and another kind wants to
deceive us,” referencing one abductee who had experiences with both greys
and tans and “recognized differing agendas among the groups who have
interacted with her [and thinks] the Greys care very little about humans
personally, the humanoids are involved with sexual aspects of the
phenomenon (from her conscious recollections, at least), and the Tans [Type
1 or 4 greys] are concerned to bind us to them through our emotions”
(Turner, 1994). Interestingly, Huntley states that Orion greys “are the most
aggressive and militant of the Zeta/grey races and are extremely dangerous to
humans, and will even present themselves as Guardians.” Huntley also noted

that emotions are of particular interest to the Zeta Reticuli, so it seems
possible given the above statement that they are the ones with tan skin and
that tall greys are the greys from Rigel, using deception to cover for their own
program. For researchers, determining which type is seen aboard craft with
mantids can be an important data point, and whether other abductees report
similar conclusions.
Obviously “greys” (which traditionally include tans) are a pivotal part of
the abduction program(s). As noted earlier, it seems that the smaller ones do
all the manual labor while the taller ones provide some degree of oversight or
direction. It has been suggested that there are actually nearly innumerable
types of greys, some being manufactured robots, others cloned, some
benevolent, some not, some hybridized, etc., whose differing skin colors are
associated with differing types and their attendant (and varying) agendas.
Corey Goode, the acclaimed secret space program insider, time traveler, and
former MILAB relates the greys to “a platform” that various ETs use to do
their bidding, similar to how humans “use PC or Mac.” For all of Goode’s
fantastic, and frankly hard-to-believe claims, this could turn out to be a fairly
accurate assessment of the short greys, which do seem to fill the role of
workers, not the taller beings however, (tan or grey), who tend to be seen as
more diplomatic and autonomous.
We can’t say for sure whether the “watcher” greys exist, as they were
primarily reported in the Betty Andreasson case. However, interestingly, in
2011 a video emerged from the YouTube account Ivan0135 that shows
allegedly real video of aliens that match this description. Some suggest that
these Type 2, Group 2 greys are the Zeta Reticuli. We cannot substantiate
that claim at present, nor whether the footage released by Ivan0135 is
authentic, but we do encourage you to watch the video and decide for
yourself!

Who Are the Mantids?
The mantids, also known as mantises, insectalins, and insectoids,
undoubtedly play a key role in the hybridization program. In fact, with so
many reports of praying-mantis-like beings giving direction, guidance, and
orders to other beings such as greys, many researchers have come to the firm
conclusion that the mantids are running the whole show. They are often
described—by veteran researcher David Jacobs, the Hybrids Rising team, and
others—as overseers, leaders, or diplomats.

However, for many who feel certain that the hybridization program
bodes ill for humanity, the mantid is a bit of a conundrum. According to the
HR website, “subjects sense a higher level of wisdom and functioning in this

type of entity.” In fact, wisdom and positive, unthreatening energy are very
frequently associated with these beings, with occasional reports of humor and
even playfulness. Some experiencers report enduring relationships with
mantis beings, describing those relationships as feeling lifelong and even
parental. Others report encounters that could be described as interrogative
and condescending.
These beings have also been described as having voyeuristic tendencies,
watching sexual interactions between abductee-experiencers and hybrids, for
instance, and the Hybrids Rising team concludes that the purpose is to absorb
the emotions experienced by people during these interactions. One
experiencer, who claims online to have been shown a human orgasm from
both a physical and energetic (perhaps astral?) perspective by one of these
beings, said that the energetic perspective was extremely intense to witness.
For some reason, this sexual element is clearly a source of great interest or
intrigue for the mantids.
These beings are also responsible for giving abductee-experiencers
environmental messages. In one encounter listed on the UFO*BC website
(ufobc.ca) and also presented on the HR Mantis page, a mantis being showed
a holograph of Earth to the abductee-experiencer. Each time he touched the
Earth holograph he saw and was given information about a particular
geographic location on the planet. With each touch, the effects differed, yet
the outcome remained the same: the experiencer was shown planetary
destruction due to the actions of humans. The mantis asked him at varying
times during the difficult experience, “Now do you understand?”
The image below is one of several recreations made by this experiencer
depicting what he was shown as he touched a particular spot on the globe.
With each touch, he felt an enormous amount of visual information
transmitted to him almost instantly (depicted by images and rapidly moving

zeros and ones) along with a strange “feeling” sensation. In this way, he saw
and felt the plight of the oceans, the culture of American society with
“capitalism out of control,” depicted by overconsumption and greedy
corporations, and a massive underground military base in the desert filled
with aliens, including praying mantis beings. These encounters left this
experiencer confused and frightened, unsure of what he was supposed to do
with this information. It is not uncommon for abductees to note that “buzzing
and clicking sounds are associated with these beings” (Hybrids Rising). The
abductee above recreated the sound he recalls these beings making here
(UFO*BC).

Interestingly, these beings are also at times encountered by people on
dimethyltryptamine (or DMT) journeys, which of course also speaks to the

inter-dimensionality of this phenomenon. One DMT user states in an online
forum (www.dmt-nexus.me/forum): “I see them as more insectoid, with
almost praying mantis-like characteristics. They are quite tall and wear long
robes with wide sleeves. The material [of] said robes are made of what seems
almost metallic in composition, yet silkin [sic]. In my experiences, they have
used telepathy with me and have shared some of their understanding of tonal
patterning and sound pulsations, as a means to transmit universal
knowledge. They are highly intelligent (quite the understatement) and despite
their non-emotional perception of material existence, I sense they are sincere
in their desire to connect with our species.”
On the same forum, another user writes: “[A]bove me were these
colourful mantis like beings which were transforming very rapidly, they were
conversing with each other in a language I didn’t understand. I realized they
were also operating on me, or doing something with my body, and then I
became scared. They both looked at me and I heard a voice shouted inside
my mind ‘Do not be afraid,’ and I felt a sense of deep love. Then one of them
touched my forehead and it felt like something went inside.”
And one that is an instant classic: “[U]sually the insectoids I encounter
are mantis-like and they make sounds like chirping crickets. I’ve had one tell
me that the insects that sing are communicating the word of god to us but we
don’t get the message.”
David Jacobs describes the mantises as being “supremely logical and
appear[ing] to lack a humanlike emotional life” and that they seem to “care
little about human civilization,” viewing humans as “an inferior species who
are almost childlike in their ability to think and whom they can manipulate,
not only individually, but societally as well” (Jacobs, 2015). Some abducteeexperiencers view the mantises as being an ancient life form that has existed
in our solar system long before the advent of humanity and may have been

intricately involved in our creation and/or development from more primitive
life forms into modern mankind. One experiencer realized in Mack’s work
that “The role of the aliens—one of whom she described as ‘insect looking’
with segmented arms, a thin neck, sticklike legs, and ‘this huge head with
these huge eyes’— seemed to be to enable her to become aware that ‘we are
not alone’ and to ‘find the consciousness’ of Source once again (Mack,
1999).
As you can see, just like with nearly everything else in ufology, opinions
on mantids run the gamut from deceptive invaders to unconditionally loving
beings offering guidance to humanity. What we can say for certain is that
whatever the goal of the hybrid program is, there is no doubt that it is a
reflection of the intentions of the mantids.

Who Are the Nordics?
The Nordic beings are described as looking like supermodels, with
blond hair, blue eyes, and incredible physiques. They typically wear tightfitting suits with insignia on the chest. These are the beings most often
referred to as Pleiadians, but it’s possible that they come from a variety of
places, including the star system Beta Andromeda. People who come in
contact with Nordics describe their energy as warm, protecting, and trusting.
The ideology of nonintervention is frequently attributed to the Nordics.
Curiously, according to the HR website, these beings have been known to
shape-shift into various other beings, including animals, balls of light, and
more unsettlingly, sometimes reptilians.

One well-known case of alleged contact with Nordics claiming to come
from the Pleiades is that of Billy Meier. As in the Betty Andreasson case,
there is much contention about the validity of his case and whether he faked
some or all of the images of UFOs that he took. However, from looking at the

FREE survey results, reports are clearly prevalent enough to believe that
people do see these beings. The question is whether they really are who they
present themselves to be.
David Jacobs suggests that so-called Nordics are actually human-ET
hybrids. Others swear to their existence as an independent, very positive, and
very powerful race of people offering protection and guidance to mankind,
and there is channeled material ascribed to Pleiadians. Based on our research,
we believe the Pleiadians are a real race, though people often mistake humanZeta hybrids for them. We can’t know what portion of the 52% of humanappearing beings reported by respondents to the FREE survey are Nordics
versus hybrids, but it’s our guess that the majority are hybrids working with
Zetas on human hybridization.

Brown Dwarfs
The creatures described as “brown dwarfs” are more elusive than the
popular grey, mantis, and human-looking beings. However, they are reported
often enough to say with a high degree of certainty that they indeed exist and
play some role in the abduction program. FREE’s survey did not name this
being specifically, so we can’t say how often it is encountered; however, 24%
of respondents said they had seen “other” beings that weren’t named in the
survey, and we suspect that brown dwarfs could account for a decent portion
of that category.

Brown dwarfs are often seen helping the greys in some way, and,
according to the Hybrids Rising website, they sometimes help the greys
perform various manual jobs such as “guiding the experiencer to the

examination room; prepping the subject and assisting in the extraction of
sperm from males by use of a procedure that is not too dissimilar from a
BBSE; [p]repping for other types of experimental procedures including
administering specific fluids, possibly even chemicals that abducteeexperiencers must drink, and then performing tests and procedures on them.”
Apparently they’ve also been seen in “human-hybrid nurseries” assisting with
and tending to newborns and are also said to be involved in orchestrating
“time events.” With 82% of respondents in the FREE survey stating that they
believe NHIBs can travel to the past and the future, perhaps it is the brown
dwarfs who play a lead role in this time management.

Who Are the Reptilians?
The reptilians, also known as reptalins or reptoids, are a race of ETs that
have earned a status of notoriety in ufology. Reptilians are described as
standing between six and eight feet tall and can weigh as much as four
hundred pounds, though typically they have a physique closer to that of a
professional athlete, with remarkable strength and agility. These commonly
reported beings are said to range in color from shades of green mixed with a
khaki color (most commonly reported) to yellowish to red. Their skin
textures vary from lizard- or snake-like with scales to more crocodile-like
with horizontal plates running across the belly.
Reptilians are often characterized as “mentally aggressive,” cruel,
insensitive, intrusive, and behaving in ways abductees consider disgusting.
One abductee in Karla Turner’s work reported seeing a reptilian transfer the
soul of a psychic into another body and then proceed to eat his original body,
apparently for its emotional energy. There are consistent rumors in ufology of
reptilians feeding on human babies. Reptilians are thus often associated with
the concept of Archons, and they are typically described by ufologists as
being a predatory race. Female abductees also sometimes report sketchy or
partial memories of reptilians raping them, either physically or in some kind
of non-physical/energetic, yet still sexual manner.
However, many also claim to have had positive contact with reptilians,
with some describing these highly intelligent creatures as calm, caring,
loving, and having “an amazing energy.” It seems that, while reptilians have
earned a bad rap in ufology, there nonetheless seem to be factions, or at least
individuals, that are positively oriented or choose to be benevolent toward
humans.

Indeed, reptilians are often divided into two different groups, including
inter-dimensional beings and beings that live in the earth; or extra vs intraterrestrials. Extraterrestrial reptilians are typically said to hail from either
Alpha Draconis (most commonly) as well as the Rigel star system in the
constellation Orion.
Intra-terrestrial reptoids are said to live in a network of tunnels and
caverns deep within the Earth, and many believe they have been here as long
as, if not longer than, us humans. Some researchers, such as David Icke and
David Wilcox, claim that the mythical serpents of Hinduism known as the
“Nagas” refer to reptilians, which Icke says are described in ancient literature
as being “very advanced beings with highly developed technology, harboring
a disdain for human beings, whom they are said to abduct, torture, interbreed
and even eat… and are often said to live underground, possess advanced

technology and can take the form of half human half snakes” (Icke, 2010).
These alternative historians also claim that reptilians have been represented
by many so-called mythical gods such as Quetzalcoatl of the Aztec
civilization and Sobek in ancient Egypt.
Shape-shifting as a concept is inexorably tied to reptilians in ufology,
with many abduction-experiencers claiming to have seen shape-shifting
bipedal lizards aboard craft, and a growing number of people are beginning to
believe that our planet is currently operated to some degree by a group of
highly negative reptilians or reptilian-human hybrids in disguise as humans,
also known as the Illuminati, which includes both politicians and members of
the British royal family. The way this shape-shifting works, according to
Icke, has to do with the way our brains decode energetic information fields in
an inherently holographic universe (see Don’t Mention the Reptilians, 2018).

Concerning their role in hybridization program, however, David Jacobs
believes that the reptilians (whom he refers to as reptalins) are involved and
serve as “an important part of the program” but “do not appear to be in
positions of authority or to have a different agenda of any sort” and don’t

serve a role any different from the greys and hybrids (Jacobs, 2015). Some
think they are running the primary hybrid program, as mentioned above. The
reality is that nobody is really sure what the true extent of their involvement
is. It is our belief that a faction of negative reptilians (whom are ultimately
subservient to the Draco) is currently implementing their own, separate
hybrid program on Earth, creating human/reptilian hybrids who are likely
loyal to their progenitors. We will unpack this theory more in Volume II.
Shape-shifting lizard aliens often push the boundary one step too far,
even for those people who are willing to entertain incredible ideas, such as
that advanced aliens visit Earth and abduct humans. However, every serious
abduction researcher (including John Mack when he was alive) takes the
reality of reptilians seriously due to the overwhelming number of consistent
reports made by unrelated, sane abductee-experiencers who earnestly insist
they have encountered these beings both aboard alien craft and at times on
Earth. There is also considerable evidence of their existence outside of
ufology that we may cover at a later date.

Hybrid Program Backstory – Discovering the
Purpose
We will now turn our focus to the most crucial outcome of this entire
program, which is the creation of a new race of beings. When what some
refer to as the modern era of abductions began, approximately 70 years ago
(most likely sometime in the late 1940s), anyone studying this topic had very
little to go on besides reports of strange lights or metallic craft in the sky,
reports from Air Force pilots of Foo Fighters across Europe, and of course
the Roswell incident in 1947. In the 1950s several books were published by
authors such as George Adamski (Flying Saucers Have Landed, 1953 and
Inside the Space Ships, 1955), and Howard Menger (From Outer Space to
You, 1959) that documented claims of encounters with friendly, humanlooking people from outer space.
However, the brief age of mere contact would already be reaching an
end towards the end of the decade when the first documented abduction
occurred to Brazilian farmer Antonio Villas Boas in 1957 as he plowed his
field. Villas-Boas claimed to have been examined by strange beings and
subsequently seduced by a short humanoid before being released.
It wouldn’t be until the case of Betty and Barney Hill in 1961, formally
documented in John G. Fuller’s 1966 book The UFO Incident, that the
concept of missing time and alien abduction received public attention.
Several other books published later in the 1960s, including Terror Above Us,
Abducted!, and The Humanoids, would bring greater clarity and consistency
to the abduction phenomenon. There were also several other high-profile
abduction cases in the 1970s, including that of lumberjack Travis Walton,
whose abduction was witnessed vividly by six other men, as well as the

abduction of Air Force sergeant Charles Moody, among others. Without
scientific proof, however, these cases served only to spread the idea of alien
abduction in public lore and imagination. David Jacobs would publish his
first book on the topic in 1975, The UFO Controversy in America, which
documented unexplained sightings and discussed the findings of J. Allen
Hynek, an accomplished scientist, university professor, and later USAF
consultant on Projects Sign, Grudge, and later Project Blue Book. Hynek,
first a skeptic, would later become an ardent believer in the reality of the
phenomenon.

Over a decade before, in 1960, the American Psychological Association
had endorsed hypnosis as a branch of psychology, and it wasn’t long before
psychologists began consistently using hypnosis on patients to treat them for
various psychological issues. During some sessions, patients would
occasionally recall strange experiences that made little sense in the literature
of psychology. It would be several years before American artist Budd
Hopkins would focus on this subject and conduct hypnotherapy sessions
himself on people who had unexplained experiences congruent with
abduction. Hopkins came to believe that there was a physical reality to these
phenomena, and in 1981 he would publish the seminal book Missing Time, in
which he wrote about episodes of lost time during which subjects would
report bizarre experiences of being taken aboard craft, which often included
the removal of their sperm and ova. He concluded in the book that the
abductions “constitute some kind of systematic ‘research’ program, with the
human species as subject” (Hopkins, 1981).
Hopkins would later publish Intruders (1987) in which he suggested that
at the heart of the phenomenon could be some sort of project to create hybrid
beings by joining human and alien beings. Whitley Strieber would publish
Communion a year later in 1988 with still more questions than answers, at
one point suggesting, “Perhaps the visitors are the gods. Maybe they created
us,” still struggling to explain his experiences and the ultimate reality of this
mind-bending intervention in his life. During this time, more cases of
traumatic, consistent and otherwise unexplainable cases would continue to
materialize during hypnotherapy sessions in the private offices of therapists.
It would be around the turn of the decade that Hopkins would firmly
conclude that we are dealing with a hybridization program. At a lecture
attended by Dr. Karla Turner, he said (and was later quoted in her 1992 book
Into the Fringe), “We know that they seem to need genetic material, that

they’re taking sperm, ova. We know they’re doing these reproductive
experiments in an attempt at hybridization. Too many cases have come to
light, too many similar descriptions, for this to be eliminated as a possibility.
It is very central.”

Not long afterward, other serious academics, such as Harvard professor
of psychiatry John E. Mack, M.D., abductee-turned researcher Turner, and
now-retired Temple University history professor David Jacobs, among
others, began consistently documenting cases of abductee-experiencers
encountering small, often weak children who seemed to be half-alien/halfhuman, as well as female abductees claiming to have pregnancies disappear
several weeks into gestation as mysteriously as they appeared, only later to be

shown feeble hybrid children aboard craft and told (or intuitively knew) that
those children belonged to them, and be asked by aliens to nurture them.

In 1992, Jacobs would publish Secret Life: Firsthand, Documented
Accounts of Ufo Abductions, about which he would later write, “My premise
throughout the book was that aliens are perhaps studying human physiology,
sexuality, and neurological processes.” A few months later, in 1993, Jacobs
went on the talk show Larry King Live to debate the UFO skeptic Philip
Klass about the reality of the phenomenon, saying at one point, “We wish it
was [just] a study, but what we see is more of a program.” His latest research
at the time indicated that ETs were interested in attempting hybridization, the
purpose of which was a matter of pure speculation.

Soon after, in early 1994, Karla Turner published Taken, in which Linda
Moulton Howe suggests in the foreword, “the possibility that an alien
intelligence has been using genetic manipulation to create evolving species
on our planet over eons and that Homo sapiens might be one such genetically
engineered species.” In the book Turner further documented reports of hybrid
babies being seen aboard craft. Later that year, Turner published Masquerade
of Angels, in which the word “hybrid” appeared only once when an abductee
speculated, “I wonder if [reports of hybrids] aren’t just more cases of
disguised ETs and false illusions.”

That same year, after spending the two previous years working with
seventy-six individuals (down from well over a hundred) that would “fulfill
[his] quite strict criteria for an abduction case,” John Mack, M.D., a wellknown and highly esteemed psychiatrist, the head of psychiatry and a
professor at Harvard Medical School, author of over 150 scientific articles
and winner of the Pulitzer Prize for his psychological study of T. E.

Lawrence, whose credentials have been described as “impeccable,” would
publish Abduction: Human Encounters With Aliens (1994), in which he
would conclude, “In sum, the purely physical or biological aspect of the
abduction phenomenon seems to have to do with some sort of genetic or
quasi-genetic engineering for the purpose of creating human/alien hybrid
offspring,” noting that “no Freudian or other individual psychodynamic
explanation seems to account for its basic elements.” Before long, little doubt
remained among the serious and tight-knit UFO research community: the
abduction program was (at least in part) culminating in the creation of an
entirely new species, the human-ET hybrid.
However, despite the general agreement that a hybridization project was
underway, there emerged at least as much contention among researchers and
abductee-experiencers as to why the aliens were creating these hybrids and
what this program meant for humanity, as we have explored above. Mack, for
instance, concluded the phenomenon was intricately tied to the elevation of
human consciousness and viewed it as within the “context of the growing
ecological crisis that the human species has wrought upon the Earth” (Mack,
1999), whereas Jacobs came to believe that “planetary acquisition” was the
driving force and Turner, working alongside Barbara Bartholic, believed that
the program was “more involved and disturbing” than the creation of hybrids
alone and likely involved a covert manipulation of humanity over a long
period (Turner, 1994).

Of the 6,700 individuals who took the FREE survey
530 individuals believe they are involved in an Alien Breeding
Program.
399 believe they have a Hybrid child.

117 individuals know a fetus was taken from them.
194 were presented with a Hybrid child by NHIBs.
Note, the following images were described by abductees aboard craft.

Evolution of the Hybrid Program
He talked of the “future of mankind,” and of a new race that “will be
able to reproduce, and they will know love and happiness like
humans know, and they will know their soul and their consciousness
like we don’t know, and they will inhabit the planet and take care of it
and make it a beautiful place”
(Karin, in Mack, 1999).
In what could now be referred to as the “early days” of the hybrid
program, there were an increasing number of reports from abducteeexperiencers describing rooms containing fetuses, often associated with tanks
or chambers filled with fluid. Over time, these reports began to transform into
reports of encountering young children and adolescents, often described as
having both human and alien features: short stature, with eyes larger than
those of typical children, very pale and often blotchy skin, wispy white or
light blond hair, and a general frailty and listlessness. These individuals, now
sometimes considered the first generation of hybrids, did not appear to
survive long, but rather would wither away, apparently lacking something
essential that the aliens themselves were unable to provide to keep them
alive.
It appeared that part of the missing ingredient was the human connection
or nurturance from human beings. This is reminiscent of the studies,
ironically happening around the same time in the 1980s and 1990s, of
children in Romanian orphanages having incomplete brain development due
to lack of face-to-face interactions from their absent or overworked

caregivers. In this case, the human connection seemed to have a direct impact
on the continued existence of these children, and Mack noted that abducteeexperiencers began to be encouraged by aliens onboard these craft to nurture
these hybrid children, “seeming to realize in a puzzled way that they need
something that only human love can provide.” One of Mack’s subjects would
refer to these “creatures” as “solid but lighter in weight or density than
human children.” Some would find themselves repulsed at first, and then
begin to change their minds when they’d realize that “the babies are so sweet,
so beautiful, their disposition so sweet and curious” (Mack, 1999).
These events are not without trauma to the humans involved: the
physical trauma for women whose fetuses are removed prematurely from
their wombs, and the emotional trauma of having their children taken away
from them. However, some abductee-experiencers would come to believe
that they played a part in a greater unfolding in which they were “reseeding”
civilization, saving both an alien species and “human genetics” as well
(Mack, 1999). Curiously, older hybrids would also be part of this early
process, sometimes guiding these procedures alongside (or instead of) the
aliens themselves.
In his 1998 book The Threat, David Jacobs brought further insight into
and clarity to the nature and purpose of the hybrid program. Through
hundreds of hypnotherapy sessions, Jacobs began to piece together a larger
picture of the hybrid lifestyle and various methods the program as a whole
employs. Abductees often remember interacting with and teaching hybrid
children on craft in play or classroom-like environments. Young hybrids
aboard craft sometimes show sadness (emotion) about their upbringing,
feeling like they would have preferred to have a normal human upbringing. In
one particularly poignant account, an adolescent hybrid solemnly describes to
an abductee how he doesn’t really have a family he can bond with, saying,

“When I want to do those things, I have to see files. I don’t have that bonding
or memories.” The files were described as medical files, concerning topics
such as the “genealogy” of his parents. The adolescent proceeded to say that
he had “[n] o home. Not in the same sense you do” and felt that he didn’t
“belong anywhere,” later comparing his lifestyle to that of a robot, with very
little autonomy. The hybrids are described as being weaker and less
authoritative than human children, often getting along well together without
over-assertiveness or bullying. Abductee-experiencers would consistently
receive messages from the aliens that these hybrid children would at some
point come down to live on Earth, with one abductee, for instance, being told
sometime in the early-mid 90s that they would come down in five years time
(Mack, 1999).
John Mack would pass away in a car crash in 2004, however to his own
surprise, David Jacobs would indeed begin documenting hybrids living, or at
least staying for short periods of time, on Earth. Mature relationships between
hybrids and abductees off of space ships are documented, some of which
seem genuine and profoundly felt by both parties. In one case, an older male
hybrid and a human girl of similar age run into the woods together and share
an intimate, sexual experience, seeming to share genuine feelings for each
other. At other times, though less commonly, hybrids are violent, controlling,
and in one or two cases even sadistic toward human abductees, causing
abductees injury, especially in cases when abductees fail to cooperate with
the mission.
Jacobs concludes that the hybrids will eventually “integrate into human
society and assume control,” stating that he feels the program is “profoundly
disturbing, bizarre, and frightening,” finally warning the reader in the final
chapter that “human civilization may be in for a rapid, and perhaps
disastrous, change not of our design” (Jacobs, 1998).

Jacobs’s 2015 book, Walking Among Us, describes later generations of
hybrids, some of which appear totally human and seem intended to have a
permanent presence living amongst humans on Earth. He terms these finalstage hybrids “hubrids” and documents the process of these beings secretly
integrating into human society. These hubrids are described as having “the
social maturity of an eight-year-old,” although most were between ages
seventeen and twenty-five at the time of most of these memories (dating from
around 2006).
The hubrids’ lack of understanding of human culture and norms are
incredible to the reader. They struggle to understand basic things that any
modern adolescent wouldn’t think twice about, such as how to arrange
furniture in a room (they seem to live together in apartments) or how to
accept their change at a checkout. “Relationships with friends and neighbors
are foreign” and consensual romantic relationships “baffling,” Jacobs says.
He documents one “dating disaster” in which a twenty-year-old hubrid
woman had a sexual relationship with two brothers and their male friend,
leading to outrage on the part of all three men when they discovered the
situation at a party, forcing her to take control of them. When the young
hubrid woman questions the abductee “assigned” to her, we see that the
hubrid cannot understand why this situation unfolded as it did, when it was
“her task” to be with all three men. The abductee had to explain that each
man expected monogamy in the relationship, and the hubrid responded that
she wasn’t aware that any relationship between a man and a woman could
exist without a sexual component (Jacobs, 2015).
A consistent theme throughout Jacobs’s work is that the program is
highly mission-focused, with the aliens having two primary goals: 1) to
secretly integrate into human society by learning to behave like humans and
2) to develop sexual relationships with humans, with whom they can

successfully reproduce naturally. One abductee mentioned that the hubrid
assigned to him indicated he had many human girlfriends and “loved them
all” and said that he was “attracted to Earth women only” (Jacobs, 2015).
There are also several cases of pregnancies documented in his work in which
the fetus is removed early in gestation.
Hubrids are also aided by other hybrids, such as the ones Jacobs terms
“Security Hybrids,” who are tasked with ensuring successful integration, at
times using force on uncooperative abductees when necessary. The abductees
who are forced to help the hubrids consistently have their memory wiped by
the late-stage hybrids/hubrids who have the same psychic powers as the
aliens, including the ability to “mind-scan.” One way in which they use their
telepathic ability (and learn about human society) is through what Jacobs has
termed a “question cascade” in which they ask a series of questions
telepathically and immediately get answers from the abductees as soon as
they think of them. What seems to scare Jacobs the most (and what is often
hardest to believe for many) is their ability to take complete control over
humans psychically, which they seem to accomplish, in part, using their eyes.

Hybrids as a Back-Up Plan
Some have come to believe that the ultimate purpose of the hybrid
program is to serve as a replacement to humans on Earth when we
sufficiently fail as a species and destroy our planet. Abductee Jim Sparks
says, “If we fail to correct our seriously endangered environment,” the
“hybrids will be used to repopulate the Earth.” The hybrid program is thus, he
says, “a secret club” or “insurance program,” a “backup plan.”
This could explain some of the aliens’ actions. For instance, in Jacobs’s
The Threat (1998), an alien told one abductee that a “change event” would
take place around 1999. Jacobs writes that “aliens are generally vague about
dates,” but “most imply that The Change will come, as they told [one
abductee] in 1997 when she directly asked, ‘Soon. Very soon.’” And yet, at
the time of this writing in 2019, of the changes we’ve seen in the past two
decades, an apparent alien takeover is not among them. We offer one possible
explanation that could explain the aliens’ actions in this case:
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). CFCs comprise a list of compounds widely used
as refrigerants, propellants in aerosol applications, and solvents throughout
the twentieth century. It was discovered in the 1970s that CFCs catalyzed the
conversion of Earth-protecting ozone (O3) into basic oxygen (O2) far faster
than other human-generated gases such as carbon dioxide, which meant that
CFCs were destroying Earth’s ozone layer, which, according to the EPA,
“absorbs a portion of the radiation from the sun, preventing it from reaching
the planet’s surface” and “protects all life from the sun’s harmful radiation.”

It wasn’t until the Montreal Protocol was passed in 1987 that the global
community would agree to ban CFCs, and not until 1996 that the most
harmful bracket of CFCs would finally be banned from manufacture across
the globe—by which time an enormous hole in our ozone layer was already
gaping above Antarctica. It seems plausible that the aliens are monitoring the
“vital signs” of Earth and preparing to step in once they believe humans have
gone too far in our destruction of Earth’s natural systems. This line of
thinking reminds us of Bret Oldham’s encounter above, in which a tall grey,
after showing him scenes of humanity’s egregious environmental impact, told
Oldham that “it is not in our best interest to let your kind destroy itself and
your planet.” Similarly, the Brazilian shaman and anthropologist Bernardo
Peixoto reported to John Mack that the ikuyas (a very sacred Ipixuma tribal
word referring to aliens) are coming now “because they are conscious that
human beings on this planet are destroying ourselves… and wouldn’t see this

happening.” One of his patients would say that the hybrids are “being
created” because “the potential for us to basically wipe out the human race is
entirely possible” further stating that “we may not survive and they may not
survive, and it’s very important to perfect this species” calling it “finetuning”—so they will “be able to live here on Earth within this environment”
(Mack, 1999). Mack came to firmly believe that responsible planetary
stewardship was inexorably tied to the hybridization program.
Another relevant key concept that relates to this is the “nonintervention”
or “prime directive” theory often circulated in ufology as the reason the
public has not become truly aware of the alien presence: aliens cannot openly
mingle in the affairs of uncontacted civilizations because such interference
impacts their sovereignty as independent species. However, an exception to
that rule may be that if a species has “sufficiently failed,” a failure we may
define as the inability to exist sustainably on its planet, and any chance it has
to reverse course has become beyond doubtful, intervention may be called
for. However, some believe that the aliens will not intervene even as
humanity goes right off the cliff. This includes many abductee-experiencers.
According to the FREE survey, 68% of respondents believe that “unless the
human race changes significantly for the better, there will be massively
destructive geophysical disturbances very shortly.” Could the entrenchment
of industrial capitalism as the primary operating system for humanity across
the globe in the late 1800s and early 1900s be related to the “modern era of
abductions,” which began in the 1940s?

The Change
Another relevant part of the backup plan theory is what is sometimes
referred to as “The Change,” a term coined by David Jacobs that also
emerges elsewhere in the literature. As far as Jacobs can tell, this change
would consist of “humanlike hybrids intermingling with humans in everyday
life” and may even end with humans being supplanted by the aliens. He is not
entirely sure what The Change entails, but he is quite confident that it will be
entirely for the aliens’ benefit. He covers in detail the various preparations
the aliens are making to lead up to The Change, including training abductees
to acquire skills such as the ability to fly spacecraft and to develop the same
psychic controls that aliens and hybrids exert over both objects (making balllike toys levitate, flash in different colors, etc.) and people (including mass
crowd control). In one case, abductees are even being trained to pinpoint
other humans for abduction. When one abductee, Bernard, interrogated a
hubrid named Eric about the nature of this Change, Eric claimed that he did
not fully know what it entailed, but when the abductee began making
accusations that The Change may bode ill for humanity, Eric seemed shocked
and responded that he “would never do terrible things.” In another encounter,
the abductee reported, Eric said, “All of the people from the surface who
come to the ships are special because you are all prepared to participate in the
great Change that will come to humanity” and “there are some like you who
have been given special information and knowledge so that, when The
Change comes, you will know what to do and will be able to assist or help”
(Jacobs, 2015). Possibly supporting this, in one encounter reported in Beth
Collings and Anna Jamerson’s Connections: Solving Our Alien Abduction
Mystery (1996), when an abductee (one of the authors) asked a tall grey what

the aliens’ motivation was, she received the answer, “It’s part of the change.”
When she asked, “What change?,” she received no answer.
Karla Turner also documented this concept of a change, which she came
to refer to as the “Night of Lights.” This event, prevalent in the dreams of
abductees she worked with, consists of “thousands of small spacecraft
descending to earth” (Turner, 1992) and “scenes of coming disaster and
chaos on the planet,” whereby in “some cases the abductees are led to believe
that their upcoming ‘jobs’ will be carried out at the time of destruction”
(Turner, 1994).
Further illuminating this change, in his recent work Jacobs documents
an encounter in which an abductee describes an experience aboard a craft in
which a mantid (Jacobs refers to them as “insectalins”) gave what she
describes as a serious presentation about the program, saying that the point
was so that “they could be together with us in our world. But they would be
—both of us—working for our betterment, for all of our betterment… And it
wasn’t even like the best traits of both sides, you know. It was more the
physical traits with us and the mental with them. And he said that he wanted
us and other people to be comfortable with them.” The abductee further
described this change as “the most significant thing that’s ever happened”
(Jacobs, 2015).

The Ataien Message
We now continue with what we believe to be a channeling from an
actual mantis ET. The Next Dimension Is Love, published in 1993 as
channeled by Dorothy Roeder, appears to be an actual transmission from an
entity claiming to be an Ataien (also spelled Aethien), who describes
his/her/its race as looking like large praying mantises and states that they are
“overseers” of the abduction phenomenon. The extreme density of the
information, followed by the novelty, coherence, and persuasiveness of the
message, leads us to believe that this is a real channeling. However, we do
not discount the possibility that this could be channeled disinformation.
This mantis being claimed to exist in a dimension parallel to ours and
that its race developed a unity of consciousness in which all ideas are shared
collectively. It said that our planet is entering a higher energetic field that
“promotes integration and peace” and that humans will soon require physical
bodies that are compatible with these changes, as we currently do not believe
at a subconscious level that our current bodies can evolve in the course of a
single lifetime. Furthermore, with these changes, our minds are evolving at
such an accelerated rate that we will soon reach the limit of their ability to
function at their new maximum capacity within our present physical forms.
As a result, they believe they must help us get through the process by
developing new bodies for us that are congruent with these higher
frequencies that the Earth is rapidly coming into in which “there are fewer
boundaries between dimensions” that cause “the expansion of [our] mental
capabilities,” requiring us to have a body that will allow us to “move into
other dimensions and realities” as ours are currently “limited to this particular
reality,” again due our beliefs. Their task is to “facilitate the physical
changes” that we require, noting that physical existence is still important,

because there are powerful learning opportunities available from being
human, with our physical bodies being “intended to function as the full
expression of your soul’s creativity.”
The being also spoke of the value of the emotive capacity, saying that
they never developed that capability and thus “missed the opportunity to
learn how to feel love in the diverse ways [that we have].” They believe that
through emotions, humans can explore many different aspects of love and
thus understand it at a much deeper level. Humans learn about love “through
joy, peace, compassion, trust, allowingness, truth, loyalty, harmony, right
action, expansion, understanding, and many other qualities, but most of all
through wisdom,” whereas the mantids can only experience love by itself,
something they consider “an absolute, incontrovertible fact” of the universe.
Thus our species is making an exchange, which this being says is in
accordance with divine plan or flow, in which they grant us bodies that are
spiritually capable, allowing us to live in the higher vibrational era that the
Earth is coming into, while they receive the ability to experience emotions
that allow them to learn more about the most important aspect of Source:
love.
To address the concerns of some that the hybrid program is a twisted
genetic experiment, the being stated that “this perspective is born out of your
belief that the physical body is the most important thing about you. In reality,
your consciousness, your immortal soul, your self as part of the divine creator
are what are important. Your physical body is only a means of existing at the
physical level so you can learn from the opportunities available there.”
Many aspects of this message are congruent with other data we’ve
gathered. However, if this is an honest transmission, then we must ask
ourselves what the relationship is between this program and the Zeta Reticuli,
if any? Mantis beings are virtually always seen in the presence of grey-

looking aliens, but this transmission does not discuss them specifically;
however, it does say that their work will eventually involve “injections” of
their own “genetic material” into our “physical bodies.” In ETs and Aliens
(2002), Noel Huntley discusses one type of hybrid being, referred to as the
Zionites, that involves multiple types of alien DNA, “combining human, Zeta
and one other ETs genetic material,” with this third alien being the “Aethien,
tall mantis-like beings acting as teachers for the Zetas.”
In The Threat, a mantis being told one abductee that the greys were a
product of earlier hybridization attempts with humans that had not been
entirely successful due to their inability to reproduce, further indicating that
this latest program has been more fruitful (Jacobs, 1998). According to
Bashar the tall greys were a product of hybridization attempts with humans
but were “still not sufficient for a number of reasons.” From these accounts it
appears there could be multiple hybrid races, with a lot of DNA-sharing
among races to create new races of beings.

Bridging the Divide & the Merging of Dimensions
As discussed above, when one attempts to understand the nature of the
aliens, specifically the benevolent Zetas, we believe it becomes clear that
they operate from a higher dimension or vibrational realm in which things are
much less physical, where time doesn’t exist as we perceive it on Earth, and
where energy, vibration, and consciousness are particularly dominant. This
last quality applies to the beings themselves, who are often described as
“more spiritual than physical” or as “pure energetic form.” This is key to their
purpose for creating hybrids, because their program largely bridges the gap
between the spiritual and the physical. Mack writes that the abductees
experience the aliens as having “remained less densely embodied and closer
to the creative source in the universe from which human beings have been cut
off” and that through interactions with abductees, “they bring them (and all of
us potentially) closer to our spiritual cosmic roots, return us to the divine
light or ‘Home,’ a ‘place’ (really a state of being) where secrets, jealousy,
greed, and destructiveness have no purpose.” On the other hand, the aliens, as
perceived by experiencers, “long to enjoy the intense emotionality that comes
with our full embodiment. They are fascinated with our sensuality, our
warmth, our capacity for eroticism, and deep parental affection, and they
seem to respond to openhearted love. They act at times like love-starved
children” and “delight in watching humans in all sorts of acts of love” (Mack,
2004).
Some abductee-experiencers realize that humanity had lost touch with
the divine light associated with the aliens at some time in our past, and that
this light and vibratory energy “seems to open them to knowledge of earlier
times or other cultures that were more filled with light than ours, in both a
literal and spiritual sense” and that “the merger of human and alien forms is

not simply about physical reproduction… it’s about consciousness,” with one
experiencer identifying “a door that’s going to open for some people who
really want to change their consciousness level” (Mack, 1999).
What might such a future look like, in which humanity has once again
attained this balance between matter and spirit (or light)?
Bernardo Peixoto, the Brazilian anthropologist and shaman referenced
above, believes the ikuyas are coming now, “because we are at the end of a
500 year prophecy (of which a number of indigenous peoples in South
America believe) and that the ikuyas are here to spread this prophecy and are
showing themselves with increasing intensity,” describing the age to come by
saying, “the time we are entering is one in which obstacles to change will fall
away, and space and time will not seem to exist.” His experience with the
ikuyas “brought him to the realization that ‘we are just one,’ ‘there is no
separation,’ and ‘when you come from nowhere and are everywhere, there is
no distance’ and ‘no space and time. It’s like we are trying to adapt ourselves
to a new level.’” A concept frequently communicated to abducteeexperiencers is that our dimension will one day merge with another, higher
dimension. The Hybrids Rising team documents such cases, such one in
which a hybrid-looking child told an experiencer, “[O]ur fifth dimensional
world is going to merge and co-exist with your fourth dimensional world,”
and that “the hybrid children are all part of the merging process,” before
telepathically transmitting an image of the future of Earth which, in part,
consisted of benevolent, nonphysical beings living openly on the planet.
Such messages suggest that the Earth may be in the process of raising its
vibration, a process that culminates in the much more evident intermeshing of
the spiritual and physical elements of reality. One experiencer came to
believe that “one way that the world is going to pull itself out of the problems
is to let in the other realm”; another referred to this other realm by saying, “a

veil is being broken down… we are coming closer to allowing this within our
reality”; and yet another said that this program is a way to educate people
“about spirituality” and “about other realities,” to prepare them for the future
(Mack, 1999). If we are to believe the aliens, the hybrids are intricately tied
to this transformation. In Turner’s Taken, one abductee-experiencer was
“shown a ‘clone’ infant as well as nine ‘hybrid tots’ and was told they would
be used ‘to prepare [humans] for the changes.’ When she asked, ‘What
changes?’ she was told it involved ‘humans’ spiritual transformation.’”
Another clue to what this future may look like appears in Jacobs’s
Walking Among Us, in which Bernard, the abductee assigned to the hubrid
Eric, notes of him, “You know what he really wants is to have human
relations with people with his capabilities. He sees how wonderful his life
could be with real relations with people who are like him.” Wonderful, in
part, as Jacobs notes, because they have free will, something that appears
foreign to alien culture; but also likely because of the emotive capacity as
well as the physical and reproductive nature of these hybrids, who have
reclaimed many highly desired aspects of existence that the aliens themselves
have lost. It has been suggested that without the ability to express emotions
and feel empathy, these beings cannot move to the next stage of their own
creative or spiritual development. It’s also worth noting that according to
Bernard, Eric considers himself “much more different from the aliens than he
is from me, or any human. And when he was given this task, he could not
imagine identifying with a surface person—Earthling—because of our hugely
limited abilities compared to them” (Jacobs, 2015). One experiencer in
Mack’s work found this to be “an experience of the spiritualization of
matter,” with the end result being “about being fully in the body, being fully
grounded, fully being present and aware of the body, the physical body, and
feeling ecstasy and feeling spirit” (Mack, 1999). Dr. James L. Walden, in The

Ultimate Alien Agenda (1998), realized that each of us exists in multiple
dimensions simultaneously, and that we “must integrate our human and interdimensional selves, and learn to function in both worlds,” noting that through
the hybridization process “humans and aliens will become more alike,” at
which time “our two dimensions [will] become increasingly integrated.”
There is little doubt that the program has led to human-like beings with
expanded abilities living on Earth. One abductee describes being shown a
video aboard a craft in which various hybrids seamlessly mingled amongst
humans, the point ostensibly being to show how good their work is. During
this experience, she described the aliens as being proud of their
accomplishment, as if they had created “an all-around superior model”
(Jacobs, 1998).

The Future of Earth: Destruction &
Transformation
According to the aliens, the future of our planet involves cataclysmic
Earth changes, typically followed by a period of transformation. Two women
in Taken were told of “Armageddon,” although one was told that
Armageddon “will not be as people think it will be.” Another was told that
“the ‘filth and evil’ in this world will be cleansed as we are ‘subtly
changed,’” and still another was shown scenes of the return of Jesus,
accompanied by spaceships and aliens, preceding the “bad time on earth” that
will “destroy many of those who are not rescued.” For another, the future
changes are shown as “disasters for which they must prepare to survive here
on earth,” and for many abductees, their communications with aliens have
indicated “a war of good and evil underway.” In Abduction, one abductee
was shown by the aliens that humans do not operate according to “the laws of
the universe,” as if we are “driving on the wrong side of the road,” making a
crash inevitable. “It’s like here are the laws, and here’s the way you humans
conduct your affairs, and slam, bang, you know, it’s inevitable…” In addition
to offering portents of cataclysmic changes, the aliens have used terms like
“the awakening” to indicate coming changes in “world cultures and
consciousness” and sometimes speak of a merging or collapsing of
dimensions, as we have discussed above (Turner, 1993).
In Preston Dennett’s The Healing Power of UFOs (2019), one abductee
relates an experience in which he was told that humanity was at the end of a
life cycle and that “only those who are capable of organizing and learning
will be allowed to go through the next cycle” and that “humanity was not
ready, and would be destroyed.” When the abductee protested, the aliens

gave him a long explanation about their mission to teach our species, saying,
“No harm will come to those who are willing to understand and learn.” In
line with this, as reported in Miguel Mendonça’s Meet the Hybrids (2015),
the self-proclaimed hybrid Cynthia Crawford believes that “Earth agreed to
be a school for third-dimensional humans. At the end of each cycle she
cleanses herself, shakes off all the fleas and becomes this pristine planet.” In
the same book, another self-proclaimed hybrid, Jujuolui Kuita, discusses the
future as an ascension in which some humans ascend and others do not: “For
some, their soul wants to learn more, it wants a better foundation before
ascending. The human soul group is made up of many smaller soul groups,
some of which might stay behind—they will have another opportunity. While
the rest go to the fifth dimension, they will go to another 3D world and
continue learning there.”

Still others have been shown positive scenes of scenarios that include
humans. In David Jacobs’s The Threat (1998), one abductee observed a
harmonious scene with humans, aliens, and hybrids together in an outdoor
setting sometime in the future. “He’s showing me some real wonderful
pictures. I think this is the way things are supposed to be with us together.”
She described it as eliciting a feeling of euphoria with no jealousy present,
and like there was an embracing as if “a wedding”; “everybody’s so happy,”
with the greys seeming to have “a matriarchal/patriarchal way of feeling
toward what’s occurring” (Jacobs, 1998).
In the same book, another abductee-experiencer was shown a future
scenario in which there was complete devastation on Earth after which “a
brightness envelops the earth. And the darkness is going away” as nature and
animals return. When describing the human-looking beings, she notes, “And,
it’s like luminous beings. It’s almost like angelic figures around and all in
light.” She notes that “people are moving around and doing all kinds of
things. And people are smiling again. Everybody looks healthy and strong.
And children are playing games outside. The animals look content. And the
forest is green. There are ships, lots of ships. And all these people are coming
out of the ships. It’s like people are greeting each other” as if “they’re coming
home,” noting that “all different races of people are coming out with like this
luminous cloth.” She continues, “things won’t go back the way they were—
things will be better. There will be a lot different technology, and people can
utilize their gifts. People will learn to get along better… There is more
respect for the earth and all that’s living. And, there is more love and
acceptance… more opportunity to realize good potential.”
Finally, a being who stands nearby reassures her that, although there will
be cataclysmic changes, “Don’t worry, it won’t be so bad as it looks. We just
had to test your emotions.” The being continues by saying that, although the

aliens will not be responsible for those changes, we need them. “They have to
make people like them that can survive in our society. We need what they
have to offer. In other words, we might have an awful time trying to recover,
and their being here will make things easier for us—not to be afraid” (Jacobs,
1998).
Noel Huntley’s work also reflects this idea of destruction and ascension
(meaning the raising of our vibration and consciousness level as a species to a
new, higher state). Huntley writes that some ETs (Arcturians) define their
mission as “to educate souls on Earth in preparation for survival in the fifthdimensional frequency,” noting that “the planet is moving into the New
Age,” which they refer to as the seventh Golden Age, which “will be a time
of balance, harmony, and love, raising the planet’s vibrations to its highest
level.” He finishes by stating, “thus each human must raise his or vibration
accordingly” and that in the meantime, “the planet Earth must cleanse itself
with the inevitable manifestation of upheavals” (Huntley, 2002).
The Ataien (mantid) message as it relates to this topic is that we must
now “recognize” ourselves “as part of the whole at the physical level and to
integrate physical existence into your knowledge that you are part of
everything and everything is within you,” further stating that “if you can
align with this new energetic flow and accept it, it will take you to your
goal,” and if not, you “will be left behind to deal with the chaos you created
by your mistakes.” (Compare this with the proposal extended above to one
abductee that humanity could solve its problems by “letting in the other
realm.”)
The Ataien further indicates that these changes also relate to the Earth as
a “spiritual being” that is calling “to bring about its own evolution in
consciousness,” stating that the outcome will ultimately lead to a new
concept of Earth and identity for humanity. It’s also worth noting here that,

according to this being, we must connect with Earth to find our “creative and
spiritual power,” as Source supports us “through the Earth” (Roeder, 1993).
Magnifying humanity’s connection to the Earth, nature, and the whole
cosmos is a recurring theme in abduction or contact experiences. One
experiencer John Mack worked with told a group that her “spiritual
transformation had occurred because she had come ‘face to face with the
infinite,’ before which she had humbled herself.” The encounters had made
her “one with the Earth and whole” and that “she had come to feel from these
experiences that she too was an infinite being, ‘connected to all that is.’”
Mack notes that, from these experiences, abductee-experiencers “often come
to feel an aching oneness with nature in all its beauty and pain.” He further
states that “abductees experience a renewed sense of the sacred and a
reverence for nature,” seeing “divine light, like an aura, surrounding each
living thing” and “may become aware of the interconnected web of life and
be viscerally, sometimes unbearably, pained by the destruction of the Earth’s
living forms, committing themselves to their preservation” (Mack, 1999).
Mack further says that this phenomenon helps us to view Earth as a “place
where we experience once again our connection with a cosmic Source from
which we have become too separate” (Mack, 1994). Nature-centric concepts
have also been conveyed to experiencers, such as “after death, our connection
with nature goes with us, not the study of science” (Hybrids Rising). (See
also The Overview Effect on YouTube and the documentary Home 2009 for a
greater appreciation of nature and planet Earth.)
We don’t truly know what this future looks like, but it seems to heavily
involve what our culture refers to as “spirituality.” This seems to include our
relationship as a species to Earth and nature and, perhaps through them, our
true selves and the greater cosmos. It also seems, at least according to the
aliens (as well as some abductee-experiencers), to include the simultaneous

convergence of an interdimensional collapse, cataclysmic Earth changes and
hybrids living openly with us on the planet. The aliens seem to “stress the
evolutionary aspect of the species-joining process and the repopulation of the
earth subsequent to a total environmental collapse” (Mack, 1994) and often
talk about a time in the future where there would be mass upheaval and it
would become totally evident that ETs are real, frequently telling abductees
that they are preparing new bodies for us (Turner, 1992). Whether these new
bodies are hybrids, clones, the children of hybrids and humans, all three, or
none of the above is unclear to us, despite the abundance of information we
have presented above.
It’s also important to note here that some abductees react to these
messages with suspicion, with one saying that “we’re not seeing the true
intelligence behind all these scenes,” and another that the aliens “don’t give
practical information” and that “there’s no reason I should trust those
aliens… any more than I would trust my own kind.” Another abductee notes
that, “I really don’t know if someone who would abduct a person could be
trusted to give a truthful answer to any question” (Turner, 1994).
Abductees sometimes ask aliens why they don’t manifest themselves
more forthrightly and intervene explicitly in human affairs to help us reverse
our destructive impact on the planet. When confronted with this question,
Mack says, “they indicate that we are not ready to acknowledge their
existence, and would treat them aggressively as an enemy as we do anyone or
anything different from ourselves that we don’t understand.” But even more
important, the aliens indicate that “they do not wish to bring about change
through coercion but rather through a change of consciousness that would
lead to our choosing a different course” (Mack, 1994).
A future scenario that entails natural catastrophes and a change in global
consciousness is a consistently recurring theme in the abduction and contact

phenomenon. Of the roughly 6,700 respondents to the FREE survey, 34%
were told about a future natural catastrophe, and 72% believe that we are now
living through a time of greatly accelerated spiritual evolution.

The Seven Hybrid Races
According to Bashar, the multidimensional being channeled by Darryl
Anka, a total of seven human-ET hybrid races have or will come into
existence as a result of the hybridization/abduction program. They are:
1. Adama (Adam) is the male template, which was used to create the
female form, Eva (Eve), which represents the first “hybridization upgrade of
the human form.”
2. The Mazani, better known as “the tall Greys,” are “the next stage of
hybridization from the Greys that began to incorporate [pre-transhuman]
human DNA, and allowed them to begin to change to something a little bit
closer to resembling the idea of a hybrid that could continue their species, but
it still was “not sufficient for a number of reasons.” They were the second
hybrid race, and “in a sense, phase 1 of the hybridization agenda.”
3. After that comes the third hybrid race, the Sassani, which are 50%
Maz-eh and 50% humans as we know ourselves to be, halfway between
humans and greys. (This is Bashar’s own race.) To the Sassani and other
hybrid races, humans and greys are both their ancient ancestors. Bashar has
stated that the Sassani are transitioning from higher fourth density to fifth
density (meaning the achievement of even less density and greater unity of
being), in which their upgraded (almost nonphysical) form is called the
Shakani.
4. The Sha-yahyel, the fourth hybrid race, are more humanlike but still
have much larger eyes and are relatively slender. Acting as guides for the

fifth hybrid race, the Ya-Yahyel, they help with “the agenda of
acclimatization for the Yahyel to be able to interact with your world when
open contact begins.” The Ya-Yahyel, or Yahyel, look the most like us (and
the least like the greys). These are likely the adult hybrids found on craft
aiding the hybridization program.
5. Sha-lanaya (meaning “the first ones”) are “the hybrid children, that
live on the ships, that ultimately will be returned to Earth, to live among you,
and begin the process of allowing Earth to blend into, and evolve into, the
sixth hybrid race eventually.” Bashar has said before that the Shalanaya will
hitch a ride with the Yahyel, so we’ll meet them at the same time. These
correspond with the primary hybrids found in ufology, most notably those in
the work of David Jacobs, and refer to those blending into our society
unnoticed.
6. Enanika (enani meaning “Earth”), which was initially eh nadea
enanika (the place of the ancient mothers) was over time condensed into
enanika (ancestor spirits/essence/DNA). “So it is the idea of the ancestor
DNA and that which will allow there to be a blending, a harmonization, and a
continuing of evolution for Earth to become the sixth hybrid race.”
7. Ultimately, in about a thousand years or so there will be a seventh
hybrid race called Het, or Anu-het, which blends the other six races, and he
says that this race represents the future of both humanity and the aliens on
Earth (The Biggest Picture, www.thebiggestpicture.net).
This information seems quite congruent with the other sources we’ve
presented in this report. For example, while channeling his reptilian identity,

Dr. James Walden stated that “in the future, separate human races won’t
exist; one blended [hybrid] race will inhabit the Earth” (Walden, 1998). The
HR team documents a shown future Earth scenario in which an abductee saw
a delegation of aliens led by a female leader who had qualities of both
humans and tall greys. The abductee noted that her face had a striking
resemblance to that of an African woman: “What I understood is they took or
are taking the ‘white hair’ ‘blonde hair’ and ‘facial aspects of Africans’—all
of these genetic attributes of humans and combining them with their best
attributes. Those of the tall grays—but they aren’t gray—they have tan skin.
They are combining these genetic attributes and creating what they say is a
‘superior’ race of beings as a testament to a line of older humans these aliens
somehow, and for some reason, feel or felt is ‘superior.’ It’s all about the
creation of a ‘superior’ race. A tall, white hair, tan skin, human-alien race.”
Note that this must be the same “future of mankind” as noted by a tall grey
(or perhaps tan) in Mack’s work and gives credence to the grey-versus-tan
theory presented elsewhere in this report.

How It All Comes Together (in our opinion)
The available data on the abduction phenomenon leads us to believe that
we can make certain claims with a high degree of confidence. First and most
important, we believe that there are multiple programs taking place. This
phenomenon (including humanity’s evolution) is likely a quite significant
element of a much larger, longer-term political saga occurring across our
galaxy (and perhaps beyond) that includes many forces with competing
agendas and interests, with machinations and conflicts among themselves.
We are beginning to peer into the workings of our galactic community.
It is our opinion that the abduction program has been so difficult to
decipher because of the different factions (with varying degrees of
enlightenment among them) involved, as we’ve learned above. Parsing out
the players should be on the forefront of this field of study. For instance, we
have information that compels us to believe that that the Zetas, who are
deeply involved in human abductions, have become fractionalized into the
Zeta Reticuli, greys from Orion, Zeta-Dracos, and likely several or many
other subdivisions consisting of various constantly shifting genetic makeups
(as they hybridize overtime) and allegiances.
The hybrid program, as conducted by the benevolent Zetas, or Zeta
Reticuli, who we believe are most responsible for that program, has several
underlying motivations. These include a) the continuation of the evolution of
consciousness on Earth through a merging of two (or more) species into one
or multiple hybrid races in the expectation of complete environmental
collapse to save both and b) the raising (or preparation for raising) of the
vibration of Earth to a higher density state in which there is less separation
from the rest of the universe, including nonphysical realities. The precise
relationship between humanity’s ascension and new race(s) is not entirely

clear, but they seem to be directly related. Typically, the aliens say that the
hybrids will aid humanity’s spiritual transformation in some way. This
“transformation” always includes populating the Earth with an upgraded race
of beings that have the spiritual powers exhibited by other advanced
civilizations or races visiting Earth. This upgraded race may be:
1. An improved or upgraded version of humanity. Humanity, but with
“expanded mental capabilities,” more in touch with nature and the cosmos
and being prepared to live in a coming age on Earth of higher vibrational
frequencies (“it’s about consciousness, a door that’s going to open for some
people who really want to change their consciousness level”).
2. The aliens inheriting Earth once we sufficiently destroy it (or after a
cataclysmic event), but allowing for unique aspects of humanity (our DNA,
emotions, etc.) to live on by merging with them (“a part of you will continue
for all eternity”).
3. A true merging of humanity and aliens, creating a completely new
race or races that share the best qualities of humans and aliens, merging both
biologically and vibrationally, representing the future of both races
occupying the Earth in a new, higher-density state.
It is our opinion, from looking at all the data we could find, that #3 is
the scenario taking place. The cloned bodies, the reports of abducteeexperiencers having “awakenings,” “heart openings,” “ego deaths” with
people feeling more “one with nature and the cosmos,” and receiving
messages concerning a collapsing of dimensions as well as a merging of

species for the betterment of both and being told that they will receive “new
bodies” all point in this direction.
It’s also clear, as Mack discovered, that the ecological harm that
humanity inflicts upon our planet is a fundamental driver of this program.
Having gone through a similar ordeal (planetary destruction) that left them in
their own state of catastrophe, the ETs are seriously distressed that we are
destroying our planets’ ecology. Abductees have been told things like
“humans are going extinct” and “humanity must learn to live sustainably or
they will be replaced.” One of the core purposes of the New Humans (as the
Hybrids Rising team has referred to them) seems to be to take better care of
Earth’s environment, of which one experiencer was told, they “will inhabit
the planet and take care of it and make it a beautiful place” (Mack, 1999).
Equally important to this phenomenon are the emotional, sexual, and
physical traits inherent in humans. Humanity has an incredibly organic nature
that grounds us as a species and makes us expressive, sexual, warm, and real.
We seek out great friendships and strive to be wholehearted in them. We
have passionate sex with our significant others and are pained unbearably
when we lose them. We feel sadness, grief, fear, empathy, joy, love,
admiration, disgust, excitement, satisfaction, sympathy, and many other
emotions, often more than one at a time. We have this inherent capacity to
experience an incredible spectrum of feeling and emotion, both in ourselves
and in the context of relationships with others, which together bring
enormous depth and richness to our lives and make life a truly profound
journey. We may end up learning from our relationship with the ETs, for
instance, that deep and intimate relationships with others is one of the most
important ways to experience Source and to evolve spiritually. Even if the

Zeta Reticuli seem fundamentally “spiritual,” without these natural and
organic human qualities, they seem stuck in place or have plateaued in terms
of the expansion of their consciousness, unable to evolve further. “When it
comes to physical love and sensual experience,” one experiencer realized,
“they have moved farther away from the creative center than humans” and
“have to go through us to connect to the Source” (Mack, 1999). Human
warmth, emotion, charisma, love, happiness, creativity, empathy, physical
groundedness, instinct and attraction are qualities of Source that they want
the new humans to embody.
The benevolent Zetas (aided by the mantids/Ataien) seem to view our
respective positions as an opportunity to save both themselves and humanity.
They view us on a similar course as a result of having moved too far from
“the light” or “divine center,” and bringing humanity back into a state of
“spiritual communion” also appears to be a fundamental driving force behind
this phenomenon, however bizarre and frightening the manifestations of this
process have been for some. If you compare the average human being today
to the various aliens visiting Earth, it’s clear that we are far more densely
embodied in comparison to them. After her encounters with aliens, one
experiencer expresses her frusteration with her dense embodiment,
comparing it to “being in a lead-lined room” (Mack, 1999). Creating a form
with both this balance between spirit and matter and which brings back “the
light” lost from earlier cultures is the ultimate purpose for this phenomenon,
we believe, and may in fact align with some kind of divine plan or flow, as
has been suggested in much of the channeled material in the report.
We are also inclined to believe that there are indeed negative grey
aliens, most notably those who hail from Orion, who are actively pursuing

their own negative agenda, likely in step with a faction of reptilians who are
similarly problematic for humanity. Aliens themselves have alluded to such
conflict among the various factions, with some abductee-experiencers
receiving information concerning “battles for the fate of Earth and the control
of the human mind” between two or more groups of beings, “some of which
are more evolved or ‘good,’ while others are less evolved or ‘evil’” (Mack,
1994). This cosmic battle of “good versus evil” that seems to have manifested
itself on our very doorstep also likely involves Archontic forces, and will be
covered at length if we write a second volume on this topic. The primary
abduction/hybridization program even seems to have been infiltrated by these
almost identical-looking groups, confounding the ufology research
community. However, we believe that the benevolent Zetas are behind the
abduction phenomenon to an even greater extent than the greys from Orion.
As one data point among many that may prove the reality of “good versus
evil,” we can contrast, for instance, the ETs behind the primary abduction
program, who, according to Mack, seem to delight in all aspects of
openhearted human love and affection, against certain reptilians also
mentioned in his work who appear to be utterly repulsed by human love and
affection as if they were poison, and for whom (according to multiple
abductees) separating humans from their souls appeared to be of interest.
We also believe that there is a deep truth to us creating our own reality
through our focus and beliefs. Thus, in light of considerable evidence for an
ultimately positive motivation for this program, we choose to view the
abduction program as predominantly a directed evolution of human and
planetary consciousness in response to our current ecological crisis.
However, the enormous implications combined with the dubious nature of
this phenomenon make it difficult to overstress the seriousness of this matter

and the need for disclosure (the admission of the existence of aliens) from our
governments, and/or (and more likely in our opinion) the gradual acceptance
of this reality by the masses. This could very well be the most important issue
humanity must reckon with in the twenty-first century. If disclosure does take
place, it is equally imperative that we strive to understand this topic from a
macro or cosmic viewpoint rather than in mere physical terms. A good
starting point might be to realize that this issue goes beyond a simple alien
invasion, is long-term, involves multiple groups, and deals heavily with both
planetary consciousness and ecology.
We said earlier in this report that we should judge the aliens not by what
they say to abductees but by their actions. We believe that the two primary
actions that we can judge them by are their impact on abductee-experiencers
and the nature and/or purpose of the new race they are creating. There’s no
doubt that phobias, trauma, physical problems (especially gynecological and
urological dysfunction), terror, and outrage are all hallmarks of the abduction
phenomenon. But so are positive spiritual enhancements in the lives of
abductee-experiencers. Mack notes that these traumas associated with
abduction are also often perceived as directly correlated with fundamental
personal changes, serving to “shatter the boundaries of the psyche and to
open consciousness to a wider sense of existence and connection in the
universe” leading to a “rebirth that seems to connect them to a wonderous
sense of luminosity” (Mack, 1999). This is reflected in the FREE survey,
which documented the overall psychological changes that respondents
identified in themselves after their encounters, among them:

STRONGLY INCREASED:
my concern with spiritual matters

my desire to help others
my compassion for others
my appreciation of the ordinary things in life
my ability to love others
my tolerance of others
my insight into the problems of others
my concern with the welfare of planet Earth
my understanding of what life is all about
my concern with ecological matters
my conviction that there is life after death.

STRONGLY DECREASED:
my concern with material things in life
my interest in organized religion
my fear of death
my desire to become a well-known person.
When it comes to the hybrids, hubrids, or “The New Humans,” as the
Hybrids Rising team has termed them, they are “able to feel and express
empathy for others, are intelligently gifted, and have much longer life spans
than Humans: Those who encompass the best of our species and their
species.” Even David Jacobs, who is thoroughly terrified by the reality of the
hybrid program and how aliens might usurp humanity’s place in the world,
pleading in his books for the scientific community take the subject seriously,
notes that abductees “cannot help feeling fond of the hubrids; they do not
sense that their presence represents a threat and perhaps even eventual
catastrophe” and concedes that by and large these hubrids are “polite,

innocent, guileless, and unsuspecting” when compared with humans (Jacobs,
2015).
Ultimately we must note that it’s important to understand that the
“benevolent” hybrids are not our saviors, “ascended masters,” or (insert your
own exalting word) beings of the universe. Nor are they the opposite. We can
think of them as humans who have been gifted with greater spiritual powers
but who are still fallible and flawed like us, fully capable of making mistakes,
learning, growing, and evolving. Whether they are open, kind, loving and
genuine, or self-serving, controlling, and manipulative is likely a product of
their own free will (though also perhaps influenced to some extent by their
progenitors). They receive the gift of empathy from us as a compass to help
them make those decisions themselves. Indeed, it has been documented that,
for those involved in their creation, empathy is perhaps the most important
trait of the hybrids (see the Hybrids Rising website). We find it hard to
believe that the primary purpose of a race created to feel and experience
empathy is fundamentally nefarious, even if it appears to be from a purely
physical, us-versus-them perspective. One of Mack’s respondants dismissed
the idea “that they want to take over the planet. They’re not taking over any
thing… They don’t have it in their makeup, their heart makeup, the ability to
overtake another species.”
This brings us back to the concept of an intergalactic governmental
agency that has been said to monitor events on Earth and may be involved in
“greenlighting” the primary hybridization program. One experiencer in John
Mack’s Passport to the Cosmos “came to understand” that she was one of a
number of people who were being “neurologically reprogrammed to be
transceivers” as “instruments for an intergalactic council that was working

through us with people here on Earth… to foment a transformation” that
would “not be violent in terms of the destruction of nature.” Another came to
believe that the blonde, human-looking beings (Nordics?) were overseeing
the program. Some abductee-experiencers report even being taken to such
meetings, a finding that is reflected in the FREE survey, with 393 individuals
claiming to have had an experience with a “council” of differing nonhuman
intelligent beings (again, NHIBs) and 198 claiming to have actually been
brought to this “council meeting.” Such a group may or may not be related to
what is often referred to as the “Galactic Federation/Confederation”
discussed in Huntley’s work and is generally rumored throughout ufology to
exist as a group of benevolent civilizations working toward a common good
and in support of mankind’s ongoing evolution in consciousness. Some
experiencers have reported that a species from another planet has received
permission from this galactic governmental agency to develop a form suitable
for the reincarnation of our souls and those of other beings in Earth’s
biosphere.

Here are some final statistics from the FREE survey:
93.5% agree that NHIBs from other planets or dimensions are already
among us
86.4% agree that there are higher-order intelligences concerned about
the welfare of our planet
79% agree that we are already in or are on the verge of a New Age and
that NHIBs have a role in this transition
78% believe that the changes they have undergone since becoming
interested in UFO experiences are part of an evolutionary unfolding of
humanity

74% believe that evolutionary forces are already at work to transform
humanity into a more self-aware, spiritually sensitive species and that
the NHIBs have a role in this transformation
69% believe that their UFO experiences were “arranged” or “designed”
by a higher intelligence and that the NHIBs have a role in this.

Conclusion
If we return to the question we posed in the opening of this report
—“What are we dealing with here?”— we would sum up what we’ve learned
in the process of researching and writing this report as follows:
We are dealing with a much larger political arena that consists of
multiple (or even many) different factions of ETs. The primary
faction behind human abductions seems to be the Zeta Reticuli, who
are part of a highly technologically advanced consortium of
extraterrestrials operating at a higher density, whose level of
consciousness is far beyond and/or different from our own, and who
have authorized this race of beings to mine human DNA for at least
the last 70 years and combine it with their own in the service of
creating a new race or races of beings that share the best qualities of
both humans and themselves. These beings are created to be both
grounded in physical reality with emotions and reproductive ability
but also to have the same psychic/spiritual powers/perspective that
the ETs have, and are being set up to openly populate the Earth
sometime in the future, possibly after a cataclysmic or otherwise
transitional event takes place—all while competing with the greys
from Orion, Zeta-Draco’s and a negative faction of reptilians, who
are attempting to colonize the planet.
If any of this is true, it means that what could be the most historic event
ever on planet Earth is occurring right now, while virtually nobody in the
mainstream scientific community or general public is aware of it.

Does this mean, if the cataclysmic events that ETs have consistently
shown abductee-experiencers are not purely aimed at eliciting emotional
reactions and indeed do end up occurring, that humanity will die off? First of
all, death may be more relative than we have imagined. ETs have offered
their own perspectives on the topic of death, which they seem to view as a
loss merely of the physical body, “just a container for the soul and of no other
value” (Linda Moulton Howe), saying things like “you’re only here
temporarily. These bodies of yours are just tools that you’ve been given to
learn with” (indicating that attachment to them was a source of pain and hurt)
and reveal that physical death, as one experiencer realized, “is just a
transition” and that we “change from one thing to another, from one form
into another, but there is no end and there is no beginning. It just is” (Mack,
1999). Another abductee-experiencer came to understand that their “body is
like a robe I can take off and put back on” (Soul-Guidance). Dan Sherman
noted that the aliens refer to humans as something akin to human or water
“vessels.” Bob Lazar said that in a classified briefing document he read about
the history of humanity and its development, seeming to be written from an
outside-of-Earth perspective, “any time the word ‘human’ came up, it was
always replaced with the word ‘containers,’” noting that this document
indicated that these containers were “extremely unique” and “very difficult to
find” (Lindemann, 1991), and the Ataien said that our bodies exist to express
our soul’s creativity and learn at the physical level.
Either way, we do not believe so. If this event does take place, we
believe that humans will survive and continue to evolve at an increasingly
rapid pace as the consciousness of the planet as a whole is accelerated by one
or more factors. However, should humanity not evolve and/or develop a
sustainable stewardship of our planet rapidly enough, the dominant race or
physical form on the planet will almost certainly be the New Humans, which

we believe will be at least partially incarnated with human souls. The Change
found in ufology literature seems to be the event that coincides with the
dimensional merging as well as the geological changes that wreak much
destruction on the Earth and necessitate the large-scale transplantation of
humans in our current biological form, and also full disclosure. We view this
event as a breaking point between the planets’ ongoing vibrational ascension
and humanity’s inability to keep pace in our current biological form (and/or
perhaps the vibrational status of our society at large). This merging or
collapsing of dimensions, as often indicated by the aliens to abductees, seems
to represent this event, and causes the natural vibration on Earth to take on a
similar state to the realm in which the aliens currently inhabit. Thus, the same
spiritual qualities and abilities that abductees report most potently shortly
after their experiences become natural and fundamental to the experience of
daily life on Earth including increased telepathic and healing abilities, higher
levels of intelligence, an expanded connection to nature, the cosmos and nonphysical realities etc. This is the "higher energetic field”, "promoting
integration and peace" that the Ataien talks about.
Some believe that this new form will be used to create a “fourth density
positive experience” equivalent to a “heaven on Earth,” in which negatively
oriented people would presumably be separated out, because everyone would
be telepathic and thus able to read the minds and intentions of everyone else.
This could be why ETs often stress that abductee-experiencers should
monitor their thoughts, “for they are creating your collective reality,” and say
things like “your life will be whatever your thoughts are,” “healing does not
take place by ‘fixing’ the body but by changing your thoughts,” and “the
body is at the command of the mind” (Wilde, 2014). Similarly, the Ataien
said that “your minds cannot grasp that the inner spirit and the quality of your
thoughts determines your worth,” and the realization by some abductees that

their “thoughts and ideas may appear more organically connected with the
physical world” (Mack, 1994). Acquiring purity and quality of thought
should be of key importance for people serious about elevating their
consciousness.
It also seems to us that maintaining high vibrational frequences are one
of the most effective ways to deal with negative beings and their agendas. In
the non-physical, interdimensional and spiritual-based reality that ETs
primarily inhabit, it appears that ones own vibe dictates ones reality. We’ve
discussed cases in which love energy from several abductees in Mack’s work
either confused or outright stunned negative reptilian beings. One selfproclaimed hybrid in Meet the Hybrids claimed that “negative entities, which
are lower vibrational beings, have trouble surviving around love vibrations,
which are higher vibrations. So if you can stop yourself feeling fear, and feel
love and light, you can be protected from them” (Mendonça, 2015). In
Huntley’s work, a negativity-to-positivity ratio is often discussed as a factor
dictating events taking place on Earth. In one such case, some negative ETs
wished to use a weapon against humanity but were unable to unless Earth
reached a 70/30 negativity to positivity ratio, something that was unlikely to
happen.
The gradual and necessary raising of humanity’s vibration into a state of
greater expansion, love and luminosity appears as a central theme in ufology,
and ultimately somehow seems to lead humanity into a completely separate
reality, uninhabitable by beings lower on that spectrum.
Interestingly, this idea that humanity is experiencing a “spiritual
transformation” or ascension process is not a topic confined to, or even born
of, ufology. Many spiritually-focused and New Age people believe that
humanity (or at least some portion of it) is currently in the middle of a
monumental event in our collective evolution in which the planet is helping

us to rapidly increase our vibratory state, and we will soon transition from
our third density vibratory state into a fourth density state (or a spectrum of
energies and frequencies).
This ascension process consists of realizing a greater connection to a
more real or truer self, and in turn expanding our identity to encompass a
heightened sense of oneness leading to a radically heightened transparency
among all living things. Along with this, some believe, would be our reduced
identification with the separate or small self, often labeled the “ego self.”
One way this new reality is sometimes described is where everyone is
telepathic and connected, extremely open, and loving. Our previously “minddominated” society shifts into a “knowing,” “feeling,” and “intuitiondominated” one in which people relate with one another at the soul level and
have heightened clarity as to why they have incarnated on Earth. Such a new
reality would also consist of a shared sense of “loving interconnectedness,”
manifesting itself as a clearer sense of oneness with others and the natural
world, with nature viewed as another expression of Source and thus
ourselves. In other words, viewing nature not as something with a separate
consciousness; but as there being one infinite consciousness that exists
through, or in the form of, what we call “nature”, or aliens (for the most part)
or humans, etc. John Mack referred to this concept as the daishigyo, which he
defined as “the great ego death, that is marking the end of the materialistic
business-as-usual paradigm that has lost its compatibility with life in the
world as we now know it” (Mack, 1999). This egoless state of being has also
been associated with meditation and higher doses of psychedelics like
mescaline, LSD, and psilocybin.
In this future Earth scenario, a sea change affects virtually every aspect
of society, with a breakdown of our current structures that center on
competition, personal accumulation, and the exploitation of others and the

planet, with there being a transformation to one that flows in symbiosis with
natural laws based on free energy and a new monetary system (or none at all)
in which the veils that currently obscure almost everything—from people to
governments, corporations, and institutions—would disintegrate. Some have
considered the internet an early expression of this transformation, which may
relate to others having called consciousness itself “the internet of the
Universe.” Connectedness, transparency and flow are key elements of this
prophesied spiritual awakening, and it has been said to culminate with a
transition from a physical form to a “fourth etheric substance” or “physicaletheric” vibrational status. (This idea of transformation is discussed online in
an interview with Daniel Schmachtenberger called “Humanity’s Phase Shift,”
as well as in a 2018 interview between Alan Steinfeld, the host of New
Realities, and Bentinho Massaro.)
What is interesting is how closely this new reality relates to the effects
experienced by abductee-experiencers as well as the transmission by the
Ataien in Dorothy Roeder’s The Next Dimension Is Love. Increased telepathic
abilities, flashes of cosmic consciousness, feelings of oneness with nature and
the cosmos, greater sensitivity to other realities, reduced susceptibility to
illness, greater intuition, and healing and psychic powers (among other
“spiritual” changes) are all common for experiencers, according to the FREE
survey.
This concept of oneness arises repeatedly in ufology, as we have
discussed above, and we believe it is a fundamental takeaway of this
phenomenon. When Bret Oldham once asked a tall grey “Who is your God?,”
without hesitation the being turned to him and said, “We are all one with the
one who is all.” Grant Cameron puts this sentiment more bluntly, stating that
the ET phenomenon will teach us that literally the entire universe is you: “the

air is your breath, the trees are your lungs, the water is your veins.” A Zeta
Reticuli channeled by Lyssa Royal Holt in Visitors from Within reaffirms this
by saying, “Coming to peace with the idea of invasion is knowing that you
cannot be invaded; everything you see, everything you experience is part of
the same one thing. It is all a reflection of the whole. Nothing is outside of
you. It is all a part of you. It is you invading yourself. Coming to terms with
this and changing the perception from invasion to communion will be
profound indeed. For it is not an invasion of one to another, but a joining, a
communing, an integration. We know that together we will make this species
leap… as we hold hands and take the steps together” (Royal and Priest,
1992).
We must be open to considering the possibility that every insect, plant
and animal has a soul—and the aliens for the most part are no different; and
that each and every soul is part of a single god consciousness that is on a path
towards higher levels of consciousness. It seems quite possible that the
benevolent aliens have a much clearer, or higher vibrational perspective on
this, and that the hybrid program is intended as the most logical way to carry
out that objective. When one experiencer was six years old, she asked a
young hybrid girl on a craft why they are doing this, the girl replied that “it’s
for the good of everybody and that they have to do this… And one day I will
know what it’s all about, but not just yet.” When she asked her what kind of a
project it is, “she says to make a better world, to make a better place” (Jacobs,
1998). At the same time and outside the hybrid program, it’s time for
humanity to allow this larger reality of the ET presence into our
understanding of reality (especially via galactic awareness and consciousness
expansion) in order to stand in our own power and avoid the manipulations of
negative ETs continuing to exploit humanity and our planet.

Coming back to humanity’s spiritual ascension, many spiritual teachers
argue that we don’t need any help outside of ourselves for our spiritual
growth and evolution. Some, such as Greg Braden, believe we can make our
own DNA evolve by choosing to recognize the non-dual nature of our minds.
We agree that spiritual evolution without alien help is certainly possible, and
actually preferable: we would grow more as a species by solving our own
problems rather than requiring an external force to augment our DNA. The
fundamental question right now seems to be whether humanity can evolve
consciously toward the next stage of our evolution, or whether our successful
ascension depends on an alien race merging with us. At this time it appears
like the latter is most likely the case, although according to at least one future
timeline (Essassani), we humans somehow pull off this evolution on our own.
Thus, we are peering into the process of race-building, hidden in the
cracks of our collective awareness in the dreams, visions, and sincere claims
of our fellow humans. Its primary and more or less benevolent manifestations
appear to be part of a cosmic outreach program from less physical realms as
we edge closer to self-destruction, with the purpose being to continue the
evolution of consciousness on Earth through the merging of humanity and a
race of beings who are virtually spiritual entities, well aware of the
consequences of our current path. This new being is the replacement of both
humanity and the aliens: the future of both species that our cosmic
community has devised due to our mutual paths toward extinction, sourcing
from spiritual crises on polar opposite ends of the spectrum, this time
complete with its full spectrum of spiritual, physical, sexual, empathetic and
emotional inspiration intact. On our current course, this being will repopulate
the planet into a new and higher density state that the Earth is coming into,
upon which our current civilization will be extinguished, an eventuality the

ETs seem to fully expect to take place. Yet, while the abduction phenomenon
is about this future scenario, it hasn’t determined our future. As John Mack
concludes in the final paragraph of Abduction, “The abduction phenomenon,
it seems clear, is about what is yet to come. It presents, quite literally, visions
of alternative futures, but it leaves the choice to us.”
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